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ABSTRACT 
Experimental methods were evaluated for the determination 
of lifetime and diffusion length in silicon intentionally doped with 
potentially lifetime-degrading impurities found in metallurgical 
grade silicon, impurities which may be residual in low-cost silicon 
intended for use in terrestrial flat-plat arrays. Results obtained by 
these methods were compared for mutual consistency. Lifetime 
measurements were made using a steady-state photo conductivity 
method, which was compared with a photoconductiv_ty decay tech­
nique. Diffusion length determinations were rade using short-circuit 
current measurements under penetrating illuination. This method 
was compared with a direct rneasurement of diffusion length using a 
scanning electron ncroscope. Mutual consistency among all ex­
pernimental methods was verified, but steady-state photoconductivity 
was found preferable to photoconductivity decay at short lifetimes 
and in the presence of traps. The effects of a number of impurities 
on lifetime in bulk material, and on diffusion length in cells fabrica­
ted from this iateral, were determined. Results were compared 
with those obtain by others on the same material and devices 
using different techniques. General agreement was found in terms 
of the hierarchy of impurties which degrade the lifetime 
1.
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SECTION 1. 0


INTRODUCTION


The diffusion length is one of the fundamental parameters governing the 
quality of a solar cell in that it deternianes the effective collection volume for 
generated carriers in the neutral bulk of the cell. The corresponding quantity 
in the time domain is the innority-carrer- recombination l fetime, which is 
related to the diffusion length via the carrier mobility. Among the factors 
which govern solar cell efficiency, the diffusion length is the one most sensi­
tive to the quality of the material, in terms of both crystal imperfections and 
concentrations of certain impurities. 
The purpose of this program was to perform measurements of rrinority­
carrier recombination lifetime in bulk silicon, and diffusion length in solar 
cells fabricated from the same material, in order to assess the sensitivity of 
these parameters to the presence of certain intentional dopant impurities. 
The set of impurities chosen was that found in metallurgical grade silicon as 
well as other elements which are likely to be residual in the silicon production 
and purificat-oui processes being considered in the materials task of the Low­
cost Silicon Solar Array (LSSA) Project. 
A number of different techniques were required to cover the ranges of 
material resistivity and lifetime anticipated, and the inial task under this 
contract consisted of verifying their mutual consistency. Minority-carrier 
lifetime was determined using the method of transient photoconductiwity decay 
(POD) as well as steady-state photoconductivity (SSPC). Diffusion lengths 
were deternined on solar cells and other test structures by means of short­
circuit current -easurements using either point-source excitation from a 
Co 6 0 
scanning electron rmicroscope or uniform generation derived from a 
gamma source or bandedge light. 
The photoconductivity decay method is attractive in that it yields the 
minority-carrier recombination lifetime directly by monitoring the return to 
equilibrium of an excess rnnority-carrier population. Its sirplLcity has led 
to its exclusive use in several exhaustive studies of lifetime as it is affected 
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by radiation-induced defects Such studies have yielded successful character­
ization of recombination centers In the presence of traps, however, the decay 
of photoconductivity may not be governed by the recombination process, but 
rather by the "detrapping" time In that event, a measurement-under a single 
set of experimental conditions at a single temperature may be insufficient to 
establish whether the observed decay time is in fact indicative of recombina­
tion rather than trapping This feature constitutes the principal shortcoming 
of the PCD method Ameliorative strategies will be discussed further in 
Section 2 3 of this report. 
Lifetime may also be determined by means of the conductivity change 
induced by a steady-state excitation, the duration of which is much longer 
than the lifetime so that carrier populations are in equilibrium This tech­
nique is attractive for the case of low resistivity and short lifetime where the 
PCD method may suffer from inadequate signal-to-noise ratio due to the 
limited conductivity change which can be induced with the available generation 
rate. A disadvantage of the method is that a number of parameters determine 
the relation between steady-state photoconductivity signal and carrier lifetime, 
and all of these have to be determined for each sample with precision The 
susceptibility of-the technique to the effects of trapping constitutes both a 
limitation and an asset, vis-a-vis the PCD technique, as will be discussed in 
Section 2 3. The experimental implementation of the steady-state photoconduc­
tivity technique which was used in this program has been employed previously 
in a study of radiation effects on solar cells and frequent reference will be 
1,2to that workmade 
Diffusion lengths were determined on devices principally by using pene­
trating light to effect uniform carrier generation throughout the semiconductor 
Short-circuit current measured under such conditions is related to the diffusion 
length in a simple way The generation rate prevailing under experimental 
conditions was determined by comparison with the known generation rate of a 
Co 6 0 gamma source An independent check on the Co 6 0 value of diffusion length 
was provided by direct measurement of this quantity using a scanning electron 
1-Z


microscope. Consistency was found between these two methods. This is 
discussed in Section 3. 1. With confidence established in the diffusion length 
measurement methods, comparison of diffusion length and lifetime methods 
was also of interest. Aflter determination of the diffusion length, junctions 
were removed from several solar cells and the liferime measured via POD. 
Reasonable agreement was obtained. These same cells were therefore used 
to determine the generation rate prevailing in the SSPC technique, as 
discussed in Section Z. 5. 
Results of SSPC and diffusion length deterrnations for silicon doped 
with various impurities, supplied to us from Westinghouse and Monsanto, are 
presented in Section 4.0, Implications of these results for the LSSA materials 
task and suggestions for future studies are addressed in Section 4.3. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
 

Z. 1 PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY DECAY 
In the PCD technique, the exponential decay time of an excess carrier 
population is monitored directly. In our implementation, excess carriers are 
produced by means of a Field Emission flash x-ray of 100 or 150 keV energy. 
This energy is sufficiently high that generation is reasonably uniform through­
out the sample. The available dose is on the order of 1 rad(Si) (I rad = 
100 ergs/gr). Pulse duration is on the order of 50 ns. Significantly, there 
is no "tail" in the pulse waveform so that short lifetimes can in principle be 
measured. The induced conductivity change is monitored on a storage scope 
under constant-current conditions. Sample bias is maintained sufficiently low 
to avoid carrier sweepout, in the case of long lifetimes, and sufficiently low 
to avoid sample heating in the case of low-resistivity samples. Constant­
current conditions are assured by use of a series resistor which is larger 
than the sample resistance by a factor of about 100. 
The photoconductivity decay transient is complicated by the presence of 
the surface, the effect of which is expressed in terms of a surface recombina­
tion velocity. This gives rise to a net enhanced recombination rate, particu­
larly at early times following a pulse. Quantitative determinations of the decay 
times must therefore await the dissipation of these higher spatial modes of 
the recombinadon process. n practice, the criterion that the lowest spatial 
mode is being observed is simply that the decay be exponential. The effect of 
the surface in this mode yields an effective lifetime, as described in Section Z 4. 
A second consideration is that observation take place under low-injection con­
dition since the lifetime is in general dependent on injection level above a cer­
tain level. In practice, measurements are made i- the range of Ac/a = 10"3, 
and extending down to the level where signal-to-noise ratio or trapping effects 
are limiting. The finding of exponential decays over more than a decade in 
dyrnanic range is taken as evidence that the low-injectlon limnt of lifetime is 
being observed.
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In the present study, the PCD method served principally as a calibra­
tion tool for the SSPC technique, which was employed in the bulk of the meas­
urements. The generation rate g prevailing in SSPC was taken to be that which 
yielded the same lifetime as had been measured via PCD. As long as the funda­
mental spatial mode is observed in PCD, the effect of the surface is assumed 
to be the same in both the transient and steady-state measurements, and is 
thus irrelevant insofar as the determination of generation rate is concerned. 
This g-deternrnation will be discussed in Section 2.5 following a description 
of the SSPC method. 
2.2 STEADY-STATE PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY TECHNIQUE 
The steady-state photoconductivity method was the standard method em­
ployed in this study for determination of lifetime. It is based on the relation­
ship of steady-state excess carrier density n to lifetime of tn = g, where g 
is the generation rate. &n was determined experimentally under constant­
current conditions, for which the following equation holds 
AV


+(ii= 1 () 
Here VO is the voltage drop across the illuminated portion of the sample, AV 
the voltage change in the presence of generation rate g, and the other quanti­
ties have their usual meaning. AV/V O << I is assumed. 
The experimental apparatus has been described previously. It employs 
penetratng light for relatively uniform excitation. The light is derived from 
an incandescent source and passed through a silicon filter which is much 
thicker than the sample so that only relatively penetrating light reaches the 
sample. A Corning 7-57 prefilter is employed to keep the silicon filter from 
heating up. It is critical for the maintenance of g-calLbration that the sample 
and silicon filter are maintained at the same temperature so that the bandgap, 
and thus the wavelength dependence of absorption coefficient, is the same in 
both. (The question may be raised here as to whether this condition is in fact 
met when the resistivity of the sample differs greatly from that of the filter. 
Z-Z
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It was previously demonstrated that the generation rate is independent of 
resistivity down to 0.1 0-cm (p-type) at a rntninum. This covers the range of 
resistivities of the present samples. ) 
To facilitate detection, the light was chopped at a frequency (277 Hz) 
much lower than the reciprocal lifetime, and the signal was coherently detected 
using an Ithaco 395 lock-in amplifier. Signal recovery capability was enhanced 
by employing a transformer (Triad geoforner G-10) for noise-free gain of a 
factor of about 100 and am approcmmate impedance match to the sample. The 
circuit is shown in Figure 2-1. For Westinghouse samples, which were 
typically in the 3 to 5 f-cm range, a geoformer input impedance of 277 0 was 
employed (voltage gain including amplifier was 454), whereas for Monsanto 
samples, which were typically about 0.5 -cm, 66-0 input impedance was 
used (and corresponding voltage gain was 910). The light amplitude was moni­
tored by means of a Ph-- diode optimized for long -wavelength detection (EGG 
SGD - 40), and this signal was likewise phase-sensitively detected (Ithaco 391 
TRIAD 0-0 70 
GEOFORMER 
,EIO 707lOKAPLFE 
INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIER 
SGD-40 PIN ITHACO 391 B 
-LOCK-IN OMRATIOMETER -- VM 
Figure 2-1. Schematic representation of the sa-gnal recovery electronics of 
the steady-state photoconductivity (SSPC) experiment. Two alternative 
methods are shown, one using a 2-point measurement method optimiazed 
for lowv-noise signal recovery, and a second one using a 4-poin.t method 
for immunityZ to contact effects. 
2-3 
lock-rn). The experimental arrangement is illustrated schematically IM Fig­
ure Z-2. The incandescent lamps (55C3) shown within the sample chamber 
are used to provide dc background light of an intensity sufficient to fill traps 
so that these do not contribute to the conductivity modulation. This is discus­
sed further in Section 2.3. 
The generation rate employed for all measurements was determined to 
016 -3 -1 
be 8.1 x 10 cm sec (see Section 2.5). A 1-ps lifetime, then, would give 
11 -3mp­
rise to an excess density n of about 10 cm For 3.5 c type mate 
ria- and an applied voltage of 1V, the observed AV would be about 40 LV and 
0-5 . 
the injection ratio An/p would be about 2 x 10 
Tractability of the experimental method required that a fixed generation 
rate be used for all samples. Prudence further required that the lamp be 
operated conservatively for scability. Hence, the maxmum generation rate 
which could be achieved in th7s experiment was necessarily quite limited. If 
it is merely required to establish the low-injection-level lint of the carrier 
lifetime, then this is of little concern as long as the light intensity is sufficient 
from the standpoint of signal-to-noise considerations. In the present program 
it was also of interest to observe the injection level dependence of lifetime by 
perforning measurements at three different injection levels. Since the injec­
tion level scales directly with lifetime under conditions of constant generation 
SILICON BACKGROUND 
FIULER LAMPS 5C 
CORNING7-57 
FE S LICON 
LI EHTL GHTP OTODIODE 
VELECTRICAL 
PROJECTION REFERENCE BULKFSILICON 
LAMP SIGNAL SPECIMEN 
Figure 2-2. Schematic representation of the steady-state photoconductivity 
apparatus employed to measure rnorty-carrier lifetime in bulk sit.­
con specimens. 
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rate, the mamnmum generation rate which could be achieved in our apparatus 
was insufficiene in the case of low hletirmes to reveal any injection-level de­
pendence. Nevertheless, measurements were made on all samples with gen­
eration rates which bracketed the standard value, with ratios of 1. 93 and 0.50 
with respect to that value. Even in the case of low lifetimes this was useful 
In that it served to confirm the value measured under standard conditions. 
The samples to be measured under this program had already been 
characterized by other contractors of the LSSA project via the PCD technique. 
To make the comparisons with our own deternnations most meaningful, 
therefore, it was desirable to avoid any sample processing whatever which 
might change the lifetimes. Since even moderate heat treatment is known to 
be capable of affecting the carrier lifetime, an effort was made to employ de­
posited contacts in an unsintered state. The experimental method just out­
lined was therefore modified to make it insensitive to the expected high contact 
resistance. An instrumentation amplifier of 10 9-0 input impedance and high 
common mode rejection was employed to measure the conductivity modulation 
signal at wo voltage probes which were provided in addition to the current­
carrying contacts. -This configuration is also illustrated in Figure 2-1. 
The evaporated aluminium contacts were found to exceed the sample 
resistance by about three orders of magnitude at a sample bias of IV, being 
on the order of 105 to 106 0. The contact resistance was also found to be 
extremely photosensitive. Over the range of background light intensity avail­
able, the resistance varied over an order of magnitude under conditions of 
constant sample voltage (IV), and over four or more orders of magnitude 
under constant current conditions. No significant improvement Ln these respects 
was found when contact evaporation followed immediately upon etching of the 
sample surface to remove the native oxde layer. Samples were prepared for 
us in this way by JPL. 
SSPC measurements were actempted wilth contacts under as -evaporated 
conditions Even with the voltage probes ostensibly shielded from the chopped 
2-5 
light, the observed signal was dominated by modulation of the contact resist­
ance. A second test was performed with the current-carrying contacts made 
ohmic by ultrasonic soldering. Under these conditions, the signal resulting 
from contact resistance modulation was of magnitude comparable to that of 
-the desired signal. If it is recognized that the sample conductivity modulation 
is on the order of one part in 105, whereas the contact resistance modulation 
may exceed a factor of 10 under the same illumination (direct), then it is clear 
that even a small amount of scattered light to the region of the voltage contacts 
can compromise the results. The attempt to use unsintered evaporated con­
tacts was therefore abandoned and the decision made to return to the use of 
conventional ultrasonically soldered contacts. Since the additional complexity 
of the 4-point measurement scheme no longer offered compensating advantages, 
it was abandoned simultaneously in favor of the orginal 2-point measurement 
method. However, the use of such a contact geometry, in which contacts were 
soldered to the top, or broad, surfaces of the samples rather than on the end 
surfaces, does raise a question as to the effective electrical length of the 
sample, for purposes of determining the applied voltage across the !llunninated 
portion of the sample. 
The effective-electrical length of the samples was determined by resis­
tivity profile in a number of specimens. A typical profile is illustrated in 
Figure 2-3. In obtaining such profiles, a digital voltmeter of greater than 
10 10 input impedance was used and a IV bias was established across the 
sample, as in the actual lifetime measurements. The effective electrical 
length was found not to differ significantly from the true length of the sample, 
and therefore the voltage across the illuminated portion was given simply by 
the applied sample voltage and the ratio of illumnn ated length (1. 067 cm) to 
total sample length (2. 00 cm). The sum of carrier mobilities was taken to be 
1700 cm z/V-sec in the case of the higher-resistivLty Westinghouse samples, 
and 1150 cm in the case of the lower-resistivity Monsanto specimens. These 
3 
values were derived from Gartner, and were not independently checked. 
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Figure Z-3. Resistivity profile of a standard -geometry 1 x 2 cm sample 
showing the effective electrical length of the sample and the region of 
illurnation. 
The resistivity of all samples was determined in two ways. A 4-point 
probe measurement was made, corrected for the prevailing sample geometry
2 
of 1 x 2 cm , and the resistivity was also deterrned from the measured 
sample resistance, together vwth the sample dimensions. The average of 
these two values was used to determine (Eq. (1) ). 
It is 	 clear from the above that there are numerous sources of independent 
error in the SSPC method and that its utilization has to be justified on grounds 
other than directness and simplicity. The justifLcation in fact rests on the 
higher signal recovery capability aforded by a CW technique as opposed to a 
pulse technique, a factor which becomes important at low reslst-ivities and at 
the low lifetimes that we expected to encounter. An additional justification, 
however, lies in the steady-state response in the presence of traps, and to this 
topic we now turn our attention. 
Z.3 	 THE EFFECT OF TLAPS ON THE PCOD AND SSPC LIFETIME


MEASUREMENT METHODS


All photoconductiv-1ty methods of determLning carrier lifetime may be 
influenced by the presence of traps. As minority carriers are trapped, to be 
subsequently released to the minority-carrier band prior to recombination, 
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this temporarily fixed charge is compensated by majority carriers, thus en­
hancing the local conductivity. in the case of PCD, the measured decay time 
may be affected by a detrapping time which is on the same order of magnitude 
as the lifetime. Alternatively, the decay time may be completely determined 
by a trapping process and not by the carrier recombination lifetime at all. In 
the former case, the decay is generally observed to be nonexponential. A 
potential remedy in this case is to fill traps by the application of a steady 
background light of am intensity just sufficient to yield an exponential decay. 
In the event that the observed decay time is completely dominated by a single 
trapping process, the decay will be observed to be quite exponential, thus 
giving no evidence that the recombination lifetime is not being observed. The 
effect of background light in this case would be to change the amplitude of the 
observed pulse rather than the tuine constant of the decay. A remedy for this 
state of affairs would be to eztend measurements over a range of experimental 
conditions, such as temperature and injection level, which would reveal unam­
biguously whether trapping or recombination is being observed. However, if 
measurement is restricted to a single set of experim-ental conditions, a cer­
tain ambiguity rmust remain. Whether this is a significant larrtation on the 
utility of room temperature lifetime measurements for present purposes should 
be resolved by the present work in that it facilitates comparison of measure­
ments performed by various contractors using techniques which differ in thenr 
susceptibility to trapping. We now address the effect of trapping on steady­
state methods. 
The SSPC technique is in one sense more profoundly influenced by trap­
ping than transient methods. If one considers a trap populaton characterized 
by long detrapping times, for example, then this would result simply in a base­
line offset in the case of transient decay, whereas in the steady-state method 
it would contribute far more to the observed conductivity modulation than 
some short recombination lifetime. The use of background light to fill traps 
is therefore crucial in the case of steady-state methods since such traps ap­
pear to be ubiquitous in samples of the present study and in previous work. 2 
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The typical response observed in SSPC as a function of background light in­

tensity is illustrated in Figure 2-4 A plateau in the response is reached at 
high light intensities and this is taken to be the conductivity modulation which 
arises strictly from the recombination process The virtue of the SSPC tech­
mique vis-a-vis PCD with regard to trapping is that this direct experimental 
test of the influence of traps is available In every case, the SSPC measure­
ment was performed as a function of background light level in order to deter­
mine the plateau region If the background light intensity were to be increased 
significantly beyond this region, the injection-level dependence of lifetime would 
assert itself and the observed signal would once again increase (typically, though 
not necessarily) 
The effect of trapping on steady-state photoconductivity has previously 
been treated in certain special cases -An example is illustrated in Figure 2-5 
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Figure 2-4 Conductivity modulation amplitude (SSPC signal voltage) as a 
function of background light intensity A plateau region is observed at high 
intensities which is taken to be the modulation arising from the recombination 
process 
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Figure 2-5 Theoretical dependence of steady-state photoconductivity life­
time in the presence of traps for various trap energy levels (from Ref 4) 
The parameter Pit is the hole concentration which would prevail if the 
Fermi level were coincident with the trap energy level. 
Here the electron lifetime which would be observed in the presence of a single 
trap level is shown as a function of injection level for several positions of 
the trap energy level. The quantity pit is the hole concentration which would 
exist if the Fermi level were at the trap energy level position The profound 
effect of the trap on relative lifetime is apparent Present experimental con­
ditions are intended to yield the lifetime which would prevail in the absence of 
traps, i e , the curve for N = 0 The intensity which is required to accomplisht 
 
this may, however, entail an injection level which is too high to yield the low­
injection level limit of lifetime Rigorous treatment would therefore require 
full characterization of the recombination process, in terms of injection level 
and of temperature Ambiguities must remain if measurements are restricted 
to single set of experimental conditions In the present case, a protocol of 
measurement was decided upon in which three intensities of chopped light were 
employed to reveal injection level effects This is sufficient if in fact the chopped 
light, rather than the background light, governs the injection level 
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Z. 4 THE EFFECT OF SURFACE RECOMBINATION ON LIFETIME 
MEASUREMENTS 
The existence of a high surface recombination velocity can have profound 
influence on the measured lifetine for sample geometries employed in the 
present program (sample thicknesses ranging froni 0.022 to 0. 034 cm). The 
surface recombination velocity therefore has to be determined and suitable 
correctons applied. In past studies of rnnority-carrier lifetime, it has been 
our experience that etched samples exhibit unstable surfaces. Sandblasced sur­
faces, by contrast, were found to yield a stable, high surface recombination 
velocity, and such surfaces were generally used. In the current program it 
was of interest to maintin surface conditions (polished and etched) unchanged 
from those which existed at the time that the samples were characterzed by 
the other contractors involved in this aspect of the materials study (festing­
house and Monsanto). This required that we make an independent deternna­
tion of the surface recombination. velocity for such surface treatment. 
For the sample geometries employed in this study, the thickness is con­
siderably less than the other dimensions and the only one comparable to the 
diffusion length. Consequently, a one-dimensional treatment of diffusion toward 
a surface is adequate. The relationship which holds between measured (effec­
tive) lifetime, bulk lifetime, and diffusion length L is given by 
e ff/ (sL/DT) sinh+ (s /D)(T/L) (Z)[ (1/ L) s uch (T /L) co sh (T/-L)I 
where s is the surface recombination velocity, T the half-thickness of the sam­
ple, and D the diffusivity. This equation was employed to find L and T for a 
given value of T
eff. using a progranmable calculator. The relationship may 
be illustrated graphically for a typical value of s, as shown in Figure 2-6 for 
a typical sample thickness. it is apparent that for even moderate lifetimes 
the efect of the surface is dranatic. For example, an experimental uncer­
tainty of =10% in a measured lifetime of Z.5 Ls implies an uncertainty of +25%, 
-17% in the actual lifetime of 10 s, under the conditions given in the figure. 
The importance of having stable, reproducible surface conditions is apparent. 
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Figure 2-6. Relationship of measured lifetime (Teff) to bulk lifetime for a 
thicIness and of given surface recor-n-bnation velocity.sample of 260 rm 
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The most desirable way of deterrmnang the surface recombination 
velocity is to start with a sample of known long lifetime and to exanne it 
under conditions in which the surface dominates. This avenue was not open 
to us since we were not in a position to reproduce others' surface treatments. 
Instead, we employed an indirect approach in which certain samples-were 
sandblasted and effective lifetimes before and after the treatment were com­
pared. Since the surface recombination velocity had been previously estab­
2


lished for sandblasted surfaces, this comparison would permit the appropriate 
value for the initial surface condition to be derived. The PCD method was 
used since the generation rate applicable in SSPC would be affected by the 
sandblasting. Results for two Westinghouse specimens from the lundoped 
ingot WOOZ are shown in Table I. 
Table I. Photoconductivity 	 lifetime measurements on baseline 
Westinghouse samples to determine effect of sand­
blasting on surface recombination velocity. Two in­
dependent measurements are shown for each sample. 
Photoconductivity Decay Lifetime (Qs)


Prior to Sandblasted Sandblasted


Sample Designation Sandblasting One Side Both Sides


W002 Sample #4 	 2.37 	 2.51 2.42 
2.54 	 2.57 2.54


W00Z Sample #7 	 Z.19 2.31 2.16


2.Z5 Z.31 2.16


No systematic changes in PCD lifetime were observed outside the range 
of experimental uncertainty. The implication is that the surface recombina­
tion velocity is substantially the same in the two cases. Specifically, we have 
assumed a value of 8.3 x 103 cm/sec for our sandblasted surfaces, on the 
basis of the earlier work. The probable error in the lifetime measurements 
above, namely about 216, corresponds to a range in s of 7.8 to 8.9 x 103 cm/sec. 
If we assume a 107o uncertainty in the assumed value of s for sandblasted sur­
faces, then the range in s which would be consistent with the above measurement 
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is 7.4 to 9.3 x 103 cm/sec, or =12%. This range encompasses the value of 
9 x 103 cm/sec determined by the Westinghouse group for their samples. 
6 
A check on the value of s is available a posteriori in that all the mneas ­
sured lifetimes must be less than or equal to the "surfaoce lfetlme",-i.e., 
that lifetime at which the t vs. Tel f curve diverges. This test merely places 
an upper bound on the possible values of s. A more refined test of the appro­
priateness of the determination of s may be based on the expectation that cal­
culated bulk lifetimes, based on measured effective lifetimes, should be un­
correlated with the sample thickness, whereas the existence of any error in s, 
or in the generation rate, should manifest itself in finite correlation. Such a 
statistical analysis of the data was performed anid the resulted are presented 
in an Appendix. 
2.5 	 DETER Al--ATION OF THE GENERATION RATE r' STEADY-STATE 
PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY 
The generation rate prevailing in the SSPG technique may be deter­
mined most effectively by simply defining i-t to be that which yields the correct 
lifetime for a sample of known lifetime, as determined via PCD. Calibration 
samples are preferably made from material that has been fully characterized 
and found to be unaffected by trapping at room temperature. Such a calibra­
1 
tion had in fact already been performed, but it referred to the case of sand­
blasted surfaces, which yield a different generation rate than polished surfaces. 
Consequently, we decided to employ the actual samples for determination of 
of the generation rate. Westinghouse baseline material from ingot W002 was 
used. In retrospect, this was not a good choice for the purpose since that ingot 
exhibited considerable trapping. However, the study turned out to be illumi­
nating for that very reason. 
The samples exhibited nonexponential decays in PCD, indicative of a 
distribution of trapping tine constants, or of trapping on the time scale of the 
lifetime. To suppress the trapping contribution, background lights of the same 
type as those employed in the SSPC fixture were added to the experimental 
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apparatus. The light intensity was adjusted until quite exponential decays were 
than two decades in dynamicobserved. The decay was monitored over more 
range. Typical data, 
 taken on one of the baseline comparison standards, are 
shown in Figure 2-7. At the highest signal levels, the decay constant is some­
what reduced due to the presence of the higher spatial modes, whereas at the

highest sensitivity, a slight increase indecay constant is observed, presumably

due to residual trapping. Decays were not always observed to be exponential

to thas degree; however, it was found that if the light intensity was further in­
creased, an undershoot in the waveform would appear, indicative of a suppres­
sion of conductivity below the quiescent value. Such negative photoconductivity 
has been seen before by others, and is explanable m terms of multiple trap 
energy levels, under the influence of extrinsic excitation, as discussed by 
ifln es. 7 Despite the fact that excitation is both extrinsic and intrinsic in 
the present case, the same explanation is presumed to hold. Operationally, 
the light intensity was increased until the trace was found to be exponential, or 
to the limit consistent with a good baseline. 
Data were taken in this way on several samples from the same ingot 
(WOO2). Some confirmation was desirable, however, that the data obtained 
of trapping. For this reason, measurementswere unaffected by the presence 
were made on two of the samples over a range of temperatures. It was antici­
pated that trapping would influence the two measurements diLferently, so that 
would confirm thecorrespondence of the respective temperature dependences 
on the measured values. The SSPC apparatus hadabsence of trapping effects 
never been employed previously for absolute lifetime measurements as a nunc­
tion of temperature so it was necessary as a prelinnary task to deterr-ine 
the temperature dependence of the generation rate. This temperature depend­
arises from the fact that the absorbed light intensity is determined by theence 
product of the filter spectral transmittance and the sample absorptance. This 
the bandedge and it is extrerely sensitiveproduct is nonvanishing only near 

of the absorption coefficient in
to any changes in the waveleng-th dependence 

that range. 
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Figuare 2-7. 	 Photoconducti vity decay response under constant current condi­
ttons for baseline W~estinghouse sample. Sample voltage 4. 2V. 
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The generation rate temperature dependence was deternned by means 
of a PUi4 diode placed inside the temperature-contmolled sample chamber. In 
preface to this, the temperature dependence of generation rate was determined 
for the PET diode which normally monitors the light transritted through the 
sample chamber and which remains at room temperature. The results could 
be fitted empirically with an exponential which could be expressed in terms of 
an equivalent activation energy (aE) -n the form 
g(T) = g exp(AE/kT), where AE = 0.084eV. 
The observed LE of 0. 084 eV places an upper Emi on the temperature de­
pendence of the generation rate which would prevail for a sample held at the 
same temperature as the filter. 
The direct measurement of the generation rate temperature dependence 
was performed with the same type of PEN diode (EG&G SGD-40) as used above. 
Results of this determination are shown in Figur e 2-8. The number of data 
points are mnamimal because of long thermal time constants. The filter was 
contained a massive stainless steel housing and required about 2 hours to 
come to sample temperature. The data of Figure 2-8 correspond to a AZ of 
0.05 eV. 
Comparison of the respective temperature dependences of PCD and SSPC 
further requires knowledge of the temperature dependence of the electron and 
hole mobilites. Here we derived values appropriate to our dopant concentra­
tion by interpolation from those given by Gartner. They are shown in Fig­
ure 2-9. 
The results of S.SPC lifetime determainations, corrected for temperature 
dependences of carrier mobility and generation rate, are shown n Figure 2-10, 
along with PCD lifetime values taken on the same sample. The data reveal a 
difference in temperature dependences at low temperature, indicating that 
trapping is influencing the PCD measurements. The temperature dependences 
converge at high temperature, however, as would be expected. The SSPC data 
were therefore scaled to correspond to the PCD data at high temperature, 
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Figure 2-8. Temperature dependence of the generation rate of the SSPC 
measurement apparatus, as determined by means of a PIN diode at 
the sample position, and controlled at sample temperature. 
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Figure 2-9. Assumed temperature dependence of mobility for the Westing­
house baseline samples used to determine the temperature dependence 
of steady-state photoconductivity. 
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Figure Z-10. Steady-state and photoconductivity decay lifetime measured as 
a function of temperature on a baseline Westinghouse sample. SSPC data 
have been arbitrarily displaced to correspond to the PCD data at high 
temperature. 
16 -3 -I 
which yielded a generation rate of 5.3 x 10 cm sec It was our expecta­
tion that the generation rate determined in this way would be relatively free of 
the effects of trapping. 
The above generation rate was therefore assumed for all calculations of 
lifetine for both Westinghouse and Monsanto samples. It was subsequently 
recognized, however, that quite a number of the measured, or effective, life­
times were in excess of the "surface lifetime" for our assumed surface re­
combination velocity. The data seemed well-behaved, so an error in the 
assumed generation rate was indicated. 
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Two approaches were therefore undertaken to determine the generation 
rate in a different manner from that used above, and using samples which did 
not exhibit trapping. These methods, which will be discussed below, yielded 
generation rates which were in reasonable agreement with each other but 
one deduced from the above measurements performed ondiffered from the 
the W00Z ingot. The cogent implication of this finding is that in the presence 
of severe trapping, as observed in PCD, the experimental method employed 
for the PCD measurements was not adequate to yield values of lifetime 
which were insensitive to presence of traps. On the one hand, it appears 
to be inadequate to employ background light to fall traps, in an amount 
sufficient to yield exponential decays. On the other hand, it appears to 
be inadequate to utilize the temperature dependences of SSPC and POCD 
lifetime in the manner we have, at least if measurements are restricted 
to such a narrow range. 
The first alternative method of determining the generation rate was 2 
based on the previous study in which the generation rate was determined for 
sandblasted surfaces, using samples which did not exhibit trapping. Thirteen 
samples, ranging in resistivity from 0.1 0-cm to 13 0-cm, had been measured 
via POD and SSPC and a generation rate determined. No sample exhibited a 
deviation greater than 8% from the PCD values, based on this generation rate. 
The standard deviation was 5% of the mean, giving a standard error of the 
generation rate of 1. 4%. The generation rate therefore appears to be well 
established for this surface condition. 
Comparison with the present samples is made possible by reference to 
the samples which were used to establish the surface recombination velocity, 
which were also sandblasted (Section 2.4). These were measured via SSPC as 
well as with PCD. Results of measurements before and after sandblasting are 
given in Table II, The generation rate is found to increase as one or both 
surfaces are sandblasted, due to the enhanced scattering of the incoming beam. 
This scattering gives rise to a larger path length of the light within the sample 
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Table 11. 	 Relative SSPC generation rate for polished and 
sandblasted surfaces. 
Relative SSPG Lifetime 
Prior to Sandblasted Sandblasted 
Sample Designation Sandblasting One Side Both Sides 
W002 Sample #4 1.00 1.84 2.01 
Sample It7 1.00 1.83 1.90 
Sample #8 1.00 1.94 1.88 
Mean Ratio 1.93 
and thus a higher probability of interaction. The difference in generation 
rates before and after sandblasting was found to be a factor of 1.93 -0.04. 
Applying this scale factor to the generation rate determined in the previous 
study should yield a value of acceptable accuracy appropriate to the present 
case of polished surfaces. 
The second alternative method of determning the generation rate refers 
to the solar cells employed in a comparison of diffusion length and lifetilme 
measurements to determine their mutual consistency (Sec. 3.0). Lifetimes were 
measured on these cells using both PCD and SSPC, after removal of the junctions. 
The generation rate which yielded the best agreement between the two sets of 
measurements was similar to the one determined in the earlier program, dif­
fering by 9%. Sandblasted surfaces were used in this comparison as well. 
On the basis of these results, a final choice of generation rate was based 
on an equal weighting of the above determination and that obtained in the pre­
vious program. For the case of polished surfaces, then, the generation rate 
106 -3 -1 
was detarr'_ned to be 8. 1 x 10 cm sec under standard conditions. The 
statistical basis for estirnatng the precision of this g is unfortunately modest. 
There is in additon to the uncertainty of g for sandblasted surfaces also the 
possible error in g-ratio between polished and sandblasted surfaces. A con­
servative estimate of the former uncertainty is 7%, whereas the probable error 
of the latter is 276. The net uncertainty is just over 7$o. 
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It is unfortunate that im the interest of preserving the surface conditions 
of the samples as furnished, both the determination of surface recombination 
velocity and the determination of the generation rate were compelled to be 
indirect, increasing the error margin in both cases. 
2.6 SHORT-CIRCUIT CURRENT MEASUREMENTS OF DIFFUSION LENGTH 
Iti this program, diffusion lengths were to be determuned on solar cells 
and sirilar test structures furnished by other contractors of the LSSA project. 
Lifetimes had already been deterrmned on these devices by the open-circuit 
voltage decay method. The principal method employed for the measurement 
of diffusion length utilizes the simple relationship which prevails between the 
carrier collection volume, governed by the diifusion length, and the short­
circuit current. For uniform, low-level carrier generation and with sample 
boundaries far removed, the equation in the one-dimensional case is 
Isc = qgA (Lp + W + Ln) (3) 
Here g is the generation rate, A the junction area, V is the depletion region 
width, and L and L are the p- and n-region diffusion lengths. In the prac­p n 
tical case of a shallow junction, with heavily doped surface layer, carrier col­
lection from that region is usually neglected. Loss due to surface recombina­
tion is quite high and lifetimes in heavily doped regions may be reduced by the 
predominance of higher-order recombination processes. The measured short­
circuit current therefore reflects the sum of neutral base diffusion length and 
width of the depletion region. Carrier collection from the latter is essentially 
complete. However, for the presenz devices, it is one micron or less 
in magnitude and makes a negligible contribution for typical diffusion lengths. 
The above method of deternnuning diffusion lengths has been treated by 
Rosenzweig, and more recently by Reynolds and Meulenberg. For applica­
tion to solar cells, the above forrulation needs to take explicit account of re­
conbination at the rear surface of the cell. This is treated in the latter ref­
erence. The general solution is 
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qAgL [D exp(-w/L) + sL fexp(-w/L) - 11 (4)
sL silh(w/L)sc I gL ­ D cosh(w/L) 
where s is the surface recombination velocity, D the diffusivity, and w the 
cell width. For solar cells without a back surface field (the assumption of a 
neutral base has been made throughout), it is a good assumption to take s = 
The above equation then assumes a simpler form 
I q AgL cosh(w/L) - 11 
tsc L sirh(w/L) (5) 
This can be rewritten as 
1 x
sc q -it cosh-l] =Zw (6) 
qAgw XI sinh x ~ It XL. 
and the equation was used in this form to obtain a solution for L from expert­
me-nal values of short-circuit current. 
We have employed this method of determiniing diffusion lengths in our 
srudy using penetrating, bandedge light to achieve uniform generation through­
out the specimen. The generation rate employed in this facility was calibrated 
60 
 with respect to the known generation rate of a Co gamma source. Finally, 
60 am aiiyothmehd
the calibration of the Co gam a source, as well as the validity of the method, 
were checked independently using a scanning electron ncroscope to determine 
the bulk diffusion length directly. These experimental methods and their veri­
fication will be discussed in more detail in the following sections. 
2.7 DIFFUSION LENGTH MEASUREIMENTS USIN'G Co 6 0 IRRADIATION 
The use of Go 6 0 gamma irradiation for determination of solar cell d4f­
fusion lengths is attractive for two reasons. First, once it has been intially 
determined, the generation rate is predictable at later times on the basis of 
the known half-life. Second, the gamma energies of 1.17 and 1.33 _vMeV are so 
high that absorption coefficients in silicon are fairly small ( w- 0. 065 cm-l), 
yielding very uniform generation with typical samples. Nonuanfornaty is less 
than 0.5% n a 30-ml sample on this account. These reasons make it attrac­
6 0 tive to employ-Co gammas as a standard measurement method. 
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Disadvantages of the technique are that (1) radiation damage of the cell 
cannot be totally avoided, (Z) the method is time-consuming, and (3) the cell 
metallization may cause the dose rate to be spatially varying within the cell. 
The method is time-consuming in that only a small number of cells can be 
measured within the volume in which the generation rate is known, and radia­
tion safety requirements make the sample cycle time about one hour. Radia­
tion damage can be nnimnzed by making prompt measurements and removing 
the sample quickly from the source. It can also be taken into account by 
recording the short-circuit current graphically for a short period of tire and 
extrapolating back to time before exposure. For the purpose of establishing 
calibration standards, the effect can be mnmrnazed by choosing a sample of 
low diffusion length where defects -ntroduced during measurement would pro­
duce little change. 
For unirradiated samples, it may be assumed that the increase in re­
combination rate effected by the radiation varies linearly with dose. Thus, 
1 
----
1 
=K (7) 
0 
where T0 and 7 are the pre- and post-urradiahon lifetimes, respectively, 0 is 
the ionizing radiation fluence, and K is commonly referred to as the lifetime 
damage constant. In terms of diffusion length, this equation takes the form 
I2 -/L2 K 
=- . (8)o D 
We have, therefore, 
dL _ K 3 (9)de 
It is evident that degradation of the diffusion length is far more significant for 
the longer diffusion lengths. The rn-out dose received by the sample in our 
Co 6 0 source was determined to be about 7 x 103 rads(Si) and the dose received 
by the sample during a one-minute measurement interval about 4 x 10r3 ads (Si). 
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Typical damage constants are such that this dose may result in a 10% degrada­
tion of a ZO0-rni diffusion length. Correspondingly, the change in a 40-jim 
diffusion length would be about 0.4%. 
The question of dose nonuniormnty produced by nonhomogeneous speci­
men environment was addressed at some length in the course of this program 
since we considered it to be the remaining uncertainty affecting the accuracy 
of the technique. Some background discussion of this general topic of dose 
enhancement is probably in order. 
Gamma rays in the MeV range interact with matter via the photoelectric 
effect, Compton scattering, and to a small degreevia pair creation. Whereas 
the initial absorption or scattering process occurs reasonably uniformly 
throughout the specimen, the recoil electrons distribute their energy very 
ansotropically. Uniformity of carrier generation therefore follows from uni­
fornuty in gamma absorption only in a homogeneous material environment. 
Equilibrium of pair generation per unit volume with energy absorbed out of the 
beam is established beyond the maiamum recoil electron range from an inter­
face. At an interface between two dissimilar materials, the same criterion 
for homogeneity applies. Near the interface, the nonuniorm2.ty in dose pro­
file arises principally from three sources. First, the photoelectric absorption 
cross section is strongly dependenr on atomic number (Z0 ) as well as on gamma 
energy E -7/). Second, the energy loss rate via electron-electron interaction 
scales roughly with atomic number as well as density of the material. Third, 
Compton scattering depends on the density of scatrering centers (electrons), 
and thus roughly on the material density. Compton scattering dominates the 
photoelectric effect at these high ganma energies. The secondary gamma ray 
emitted in a Compton process can lead to dose buildup within the irradiated 
sample. However, this effect may be disregarded for the present thin sample 
geometry. 
In consequence of these considerations, the sample holder previously 
employed for Co 6 0 measurements was modified to bring about a condition of 
dose equilibrium withi the solar cell. The cell was sandwiched between 
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layers of 30-mi- aluminum which is sufficiently close m atonic number and 
density to silicon to reduce dose enhancement effects to insignificance. All 
materials of high atomic number were elinnated. Additionally, we considered 
the problem of secondary electron enssion from the alunnum sandwi,_ch as 
well as the matter of low-energy electrons from the surroundings impinging 
on the sample holder, leading possibly to errors in the measurement of short­
circuit current when the latter is small. To deal with tis potential problem, 
the sample holder was encased in an enclosure which was likewise composed 
of 30-nAl alumnmur. The forward current errutted from the enclosure and 
reaching the sample holder was expected to be comparable to the back-scattered 
current from the sample holder reaching the enclosure 
The remaining outstanding question with regard to dose enhancement 
concerned the effect of the cell metallization which may be composed of such 
elements as titanium, palladium, silver, tin, and lead. We have attempted 
to estimate the magnitude of this effect on the basis of dose enhancement 
l l I Z studies made by Wall and Burke et al. 1 0 , on interfaces between heavy 
metals and aluminum, which may be taken as representative of s1icon. The 
authors employed ionization chamber measurements for these studies and 
confirmed these with solar cell measurements. Both thick and thin layers of 
high-Z material were tested under conditions of normal incidence from either 
side of the interface. The case of a thick gold layer on alurminum is typical 
and we have reproduced the results of their ionization chamber measurements 
for Co 6 irradiation in Figure Z-II '(Ref. 12). Whereas a dose enhancement 
is observed at the interface when the direction of beam incidence is from the 
aluminum side, a dose suppression is seen when beam incidence is from the 
high-Z side. The effect is clearly signib cant in magnitde and it extends 
over distances comparable to solar cell thicknesses (100 mg/cm corresponds 
to about 370 rm Al). What is perhaps surprising is that the effect is not negli­
gible even in the case of fairly thin layers. We have used data for a 6-Lm 
layer of gold on alumnur from the same references to assess the relative 
dose effectiveness in tis case compared to a thick layer. To facilitate this 
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comparison, we define the quantity 
= Actual dose in alinumDose enhancement factor 
-. 
Equilibrium dose in aluminum 
In terms of this quantity, the relative effectiveness of a 6 -pLm layer compared 
to that of a thick layer of gold is given in Figure 2-12 where the ratio of dose 
enhancement factors for the two cases is illustrated as a function of depth into 
the aluminium for both directions of incidence of the beam. It is apparent that 
even thin layers can give rise to dose enhancement factors that are comparable 
to those for thick layers. On this basis, we have estimated that if solder­o60


reflow metallization is employed on a solar cell, a Co measurement of dif­
fusion length would involve unacceptable uncertainties in generation rate. Con­
sequently, we have concerned ourselves only with the case of titanium­
palladium-silver metallization where 4 to 6 rm of silver may typically be used. 
Results for dose enhancement in the case of the silver-aluminumi interface for 
a thick layer of silver are reproduced in Figure 2-13 from Ref. 12. If we as­
sume the findings of Figure 2-12 to be applicable here, then we may estimate 
the dose enhancement factors for a 6-pLm layer of silver base metallization. 
For the case in which beam incidence is on the front surface of the cell, it is 
estimated that dose enhancement near the junction may amount to 2%. For 
large diffusion lengths, where significant carrier collection from deep in the 
bulk is expected, the effective dose enhancement would be somewhat larger. 
The effect of rhe front surface metallization is considerably more difficult to 
estimate since there is partial cancellation of the dose enhancement and dose 
suppression contributions. In view of the fact that there is only partial metal 
coverage on the front surface, we estimate the net dose enhancement to be 
totally negligible. 
Since dose enhancement produced by cell metallization was found to be 
a potential problem, an experimental test of this was desirable for the cells 
aswhich were to be used in the calibration of the penetrating light apparatus 
well as those to be used in the verification of the Co 6 0 method with the SEM 
bulk measurement technique. Additional tasks which were relevant to these 
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objectives were a redetermination of the gamma flux and calibration of the 
dose rate prevailing at each of three test positions withan the source. We now 
turn to a dascnssion of these tests. 
The sample holder provides for the simultaneous calibration of three 
solar cells, placed at the axis of synnetry of the Go 6 0 source, which is 
arranged in a- cylindrical array of cobalt rods 14 inches in length. The source 
was upgraded in 1975 and in that context the cylindrical symnmetry of the source 
was broken. The rods were arranged in a 93-degree arc on a 4.5-mch radius. 
The three cell positions thus see slightly different generation rates. Two posi­
tions are equidistant from the source and the third somewhat farther renoved. 
The difference in dose rate between the near and far positions may be esti­
mated by assuming a /r -dependence of flux from each of the rods. This anal­
ysis yielded values of generation rate dlfferizg by -4% from the value on axis. 
The latter value had been determined for us by EG&G using cobalt-glass after 
upgrading of the source, and the derived April 1977 value was determUied to 
be 62.5 rads (Si)/s. The pair creation energy in silicon has been determined 
by a variety of methods and typical values range from 3.60 to 3.65 eV. The013


latter value yields the widely accepted conversion constant of 4 x 10 pairs/ 
crn3 -rad(Si). We thus determine a generation rate of 2. 5 x 10 pairs/cm -sec. 
A second determination of the gamna flux was made in May, using EQ&G 
cobalt-glass calibration services, and am April 1977 value of 67.9 rads (Si)/s 
was determined. Tis value was quoted to within 201o accuracy, yet our two 
independent determinations differ by 7%. Having no basis for preferring one 
over the other, the average of the two was assumed. We may take the genera­
tion rate to be known to within 51b. 
Experimental determination of the dose rate variation among the solar 
cell test positions and of the effect of cell metalization on generation rate was 
pursued using two techniques. In the first experiment, several solar cells 
were measured in different sample positions and with different orientations 
with respect to the source. By comparing results for the two orientations in 
the same sample position, the dose enhancement/suppression effect will be 
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bracketed These tests were performed with solar cells made for us by 
Optical Coating Laboratory, Inc. (OCLI) in connection with another, earlier 
program. With respect to the precision that was sought for these tests, 
the result-s were compromnsed by cell degradation during the run and by 
other experimental difficulties. Nevertheless, the data indicated an 80 
difference in dose rate between the near and far positions, as well as a 2 to 
3% dose enhancement effect Since one of these same cells had been employed 
1 
in the earlier study already referred to, it was interesting to observe that 
the diffusion length agreed with the earlier determination to within 2% The 
former measurement was made with the cylindrically symmetric source, 
and with the earlier sample holder. The close agreement of the two values 
must be regarded as somewhat fortuitous, given the respective uncertainties 
of the measurements However, the agreement does suggest that the sample 
holder was not responsible for any significant dose enhancement in the earlier 
study, unless there was an accidental cancellation of effects (The relevance 
of the earlier study will become apparent in the discussion of Section 3.3.) 
A second test of the dose rate variation among sample positions and of 
dose enhancement effects was performed using nominally identical cells and 
permitting them to degrade in diffusion length due to gamma exposure The 
damage constant, according to Eq. (8), was assumed to be the same in these 
cells, which were phosphorus-doped 2 3 0-cm solar cells fabricated by 
OCLI Differences in rate of degradation would then be a direct indication 
of the differences in dose rate seen by the respective samples Cells were 
mounted in opposite orientations with respect to the source in the proximal 
position, and one was mounted facing the source in the distal position. Re­
sults for one of the cells are shown in Figure 2-14 The data show some 
scatter at early times due to finite resolution The data fit a unity-slope 
curve, as expected, except at later times where a reverse annealing process 
becomes important. Damage constants were determined for all three samples 
and results indicated a 2% difference in generation rate between the cells in 
the forward position, and an 8% difference between the front and rear positions 
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We estimate that the damage constants were determined with one-percent 
precision. The dita confirm that for these cells dose enhancerent effects 
are relatively small, making them sutable as calibration standards. The 
cells were therefore employed for the calibration of the penetrating light appa­
ratus as well as for the comparison with the SEM measurement method. 
IRRADIATION TIME (min) 
1o3
1 10 102 

10-3 
DVP 2.3, #32 
SLOPE ­Io"- 1.00 
'.4 
10-1­
10-1 
106 106
104 
DOSE [rads(Si)] 
Figure Z-14. The quantity (L- L ) as a function of gaimna dose, or irrad­
lation time. A unity-slope cuve is fitted, consistent with the expecta­
tion of a linear increase in radiation-induced recombination rate. 
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2. 8 DIFFUSION LENGTH MEASUREMENT USIhNG PENETRATING LIGHT 
The standard method of measuring diffusion lengths in this program was 
the use of penetrating light derived from an incandescent source and passed 
though a thick silicon filter to yield a spectrum of low absorption coefficient 
in silicon. The generation rate of this apparatus was determined by means of 
standard cells calibrated in the Co 6 0 source. 
At the beginning of ths program, a penetrating light setup was available 
for use. However, it had provision only for 1 x 2 cm cells. Since all of the 
Monsanto test samples were to be furnished as 2 x 2 cm cells, the decision was 
made to build a new apparatus which, in addition to allowing measurement of 
the larger cells, would make provision for testing under conditions of several 
generation rates, closed-loop temperature control, and adaptability to uncon­
ventional test structures such as those which were furnished by Westinghouse. 
The experimental facilty is illustrated in Figure 2-15. The samples are 
mounted on alurnanum plates which fit into slots in the aluinaun enclosure. 
Illunnation .s furnished by a DCA projection lamp, used in conjunction with 
convergimg optics, which are configured to yield a slightly diverging beam for 
increased unifornty at the sample position. The light source and sample 
holder are mounted on a 1. 2 m optical bench. To avoid heating the filters, 
the light is first passed through a 45-degree cold nirror. It is then passed 
through some neutral density filters which can be rotated into place to yield 
four different generation rates. Within the sample holder itself, an iR trans­
mtting filter is mounted, the function of which is to assure temperature um­
formlty within the sample holder by providing an enitrimg surface at sample 
temperature. The light then passes through the 2.5-mn thick silicon filter to 
yield the highly penetrating beam. 
The degree to which uniformity in generation rate is achieved with such 
a filter has previously been tested by comparing the generation rates in 
0.5 iam and 1. 0 mm bulk samples. They differed by 15%. Since all of the 
samples tested in the present study had only a narrow spread in sample 
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Figure 2-15. Schemat:c representation of the diffuston length measurement 
apparatus employing penetrating bandedge illum-nation. 
thickness and the maximnum thickness was no greater than 340 urm, uniformity 
in generation rate among samples may be estimated to be within, 2%. 
Rahiometric measurement of two solar cells is provided for one sample 
holder. In general, however, intensities were monitored with a YAG-100 
PUT diode mounted on another sample holder. The latter was designed to be 
used with the unconventional Westinghouse test samples. The YAG-O00 P­
diode is made from high-resistivity silicon so that the depletion depth is 
comparable to our typical sample thickness It therefore approximates the 
spectral responsivity of the samples extremely well. 
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In the course of preliminary testing of the experimental apparatus, it 
was discovered that the responsivty of the PIN diode was tame-dependent. A 
decrease by about 20 n responsivity was observed (with a decay time of about 
2. 5 minutes) after the onset of illumination at the generation rates typically 
used n- this study. Since the light exposure history of the PIN diode was 
variable during the course of the experiments, the calibrations which employed 
the PhN diode consequently incurred an uncertainty in the range of hl% from 
this source. 
Resistors were provided for temperature control using resistive heating. 
The design was for use with an Artronix 5301-D temperature controller. The 
sample holder was equipped with a heat sank to a cold bath. No temperature 
control was used mn the present work but the sample holder temperature was 
stabilized at mean room temperature by use of a water bath. 
Signal recovery electronics are illustrated in Figure Z-16. Short­
circuit current was measured by means of current-to-voltage converters. 
Chopper-stabilized amplifiers were used for this because of their good offset 
voltage characteristics. It has been our experience that deviation from short­
circuit conditions may influence results in cases of short diffusion length. If 
the solar cell impedance is low, the input offset voltage is multiplied by the 
resultant high voltage gain of the amplifier circuit, giving significant output 
errors. The offset voltage and bias current were independently compensated 
for in these circuits. The PIN diode circuit, by contrast, uses a FET opera­
tional amplifier for current-to-voltage conversion and also provides for com­
pensation of the diode leakage current. 
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Figure Z-16. Schematic representation of signal recovery electronics for 
the penetrating light diaffusion length measurement method. This ap­
co6 0 paratus was also employed for the measurements. 
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2.9 	 DIFFUSION LENGTH MEASUREMENTS USING THE SCANNING


ELECTRON MICROSCOPE


The SEM method of measurimg diffusion lengths on solar cells yields a 
direct measurement of the bulk diffusion length devoid of any device effects. 
It also offers reasonable precision as well as good spatial resolution. It is 
therefore an excellent calibration tool for other, more convenient methods of 
measuring diffusion lengths and it was employed here for that purpose. 
The experimental method has been described previously. 13,14 The 
SFM beam is used for point-source excitation and the steady-state minority­
carrier concentration is monitored by means of a reverse-biased junction. 
The reverse current is measured as a function of distance of the point of in­
jection from the jinc- on, which traces out the minority-carrier concentration 
profile. in the case of an infinite solid, the profile has the form 
n(r) = exp(-r /L) (10) 
r 
whereas in the one-dimensional case we have 
n(x) 	 = n(0) ezp(-x/L), 	 (ii) 
where n(0) is an assumed source strength. 
The experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 2-17. If the bevel 
geometry is employed, as illustrated, with a large area junction, the one­
dimensional case is obtained. Surface recombination effects on the measured 
current are also negligible with this geometry. Low-injection level conditions 
may be assured by operating at low beam currents (10 to 100 pA) and slightly 
defocusing the beam. The relevant injection level in this experiment is that 
which prevails just outside the collecting junction. (High injection conditions 
always exist in the vicinity of the point of beam impact. ) The appropriate in­
jection level may be estimated directly from the measured current. For a 
one-dinmensional case, the diffusion current is given by 
I qnDA 	 (12) 
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Figure 2-17. Schematic diagram of diffusion length measurement technique 
using bevel geometry. It offers enhanced spatial resolution, an approx­
imation to one-dimensional geometry (using defocused beam), and re­
duced sensitivity to surface recombination. It is particularly suitable to 
determ1nation of ac-diffusion length and drift mobility. 
where n is the minority-carrier concentration just outside the depletion region. 
For the case at hand, in which the concentration is not invariant over the junc­
tion area, this equation can still be used for estimathon purposes. A precise 
injection level cannot be defined for this type of experiment. 
To provide the needed sensitivity for measurements under low-injection 
conditions, signal averaging methods are employed. In our implementation, 
a multichannel scaler is used in conjunction with a voltage-to-frequency con­
verter. The latter has the advantage of infinite resolution over alternative 
A-D converters but it is relatively inefficient (or grainy) even at a conversion 
rate of 100 kHz/V. To improve its efficiency, the V-F converter is preceded 
by a programmable gain amplifier. This arrangement has been used success­
fully to recover signals which were several orders of magnitude below the 
noise level, which arises from the reverse leakage current of the large-area 
junction To rmnimize this noise current, reverse-bias conditions on the 
device are held to a modest 4 kT/q or so, just suff-eaent to provide a large 
dynamic junction impedance. 
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SECTION 3. 0 
VERIFICATION OF MUTUAL CONSISTENCY OF 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
3.1 	 COMPARISON OF Co 6 0 AND SEM METHODS OF DIFFUSION 
LENGTH DETERMINATION 
Ideally, the comparison of the two reference standard methods of zneas­
urlng diffusion lengths should take place under conditions in which the respec­
tive linutations of the techniques are mainamized. For this reason, the com­
parison was undertaken with the solar cells whose diffuision length had been 
degraded in the Co 6 0 source. With regard to the Co 6 0 test, it was preferable 
to use a diffusion length sufficiently short that its determination did not depend 
strongly on assumiptions about recombination at the -ear surface. With regard 
to the SEM -method, it was likewise preferable to choose a diffusion length 
which was short compared to the sample thickness so that the spatial measure­
ment extended over several diffusion lengths (i.e., over more than a decade 
in current). On this basis, a diffusion length of 30 to 40 Lm was chosen and the 
diffusion length degradation (Section Z.7) was undertaken writh this objective in 
mind. A second reason for using radiation-damaged cells was the expectation 
that the spatial uniformity of diffusion length would be improved. Since the two 
techniques perform very different spatial averaging, such uniformity was im­
portant for the validity of the comparison. We had in fact started with cells 
show ng very good uniforrity in solar cell performance, but it was felt that 
this uniformity could only be unproved upon by ganma irradiation. Such ir­
radiation has the characteristic of creating isolated defects which are, in ad­
dition, fairly stable thermally. They should be uniform throughout the silicon. 
Typical isochronal annealing curves for gamma- and electron-irradiated mate­
rial, which is sinlar in these respects to gamma -irradiated silicon, are 
shown an Figures 3-1 and 3-2.15 After an initial small anneal, or reverse 
anneal, the defect population is stable to fairly high temperature. We had 
seen evidence of such a reverse anneal already during irradiation (Figure 2-14), 
and this was confirmed by remneasurement after two days at room temperature. 
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Figure 3-1. Isochronal annealing of reciprocal lifetime 
at 3000 in electron-irradiated P-doped silicon. 
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An aneal of the degraded samples for a period of two hours at about 1000C 
was performed to stabilize the defect population and the cells were then re­
measured in the Co6 0 source.


One of these standard cells was used for measurement in the SEM. A 
20-degree bevel was ground (of somewhat rnarginal quality - the knife edge 
Mveas­had a tendency to crumble, leavimg scratches in the polished surface). 
a variety of experimental condtilons,urements were made on this sample under 
including different regions of the beveled surface, and different beam energies. 
Because of the poor surface quality, it was found desirable to use high beam 
energies, which were more penetrating. Results taken at beam energies of 
32 and 45 keV are shown in Figures 3-3 and 3-4. Shown is the log of the count 
per channel of the mulfichannel scaler, after baseline subtraction. Two traces 
.. ..
 

0 50 CHANNEL NUMBER 1012 
Figure 3-3. Logarithm%of-sample current as a function of distance of the point 
of injecion from the junction, for a beam energy of 32 kVf. One ".alitch" 
in data reducion should be ignored. Shown is the logari-chm of the count 
resulting from digitlzation and naultiple summ~nation for each olf 128 channels. 
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Figure 3-4 	 Logarithm of sample current as a function of distance of the 
point of beam incidence from the junction, for a beam energy 
of 4-5 kcy 
are shown in each case, corresponding to the two successive sweeps over the 
samples which were recorded in memory each time An order of m agnitude 
range of acceptable data was obtained in both cases The signal current was 
larger in the case of the 4.5 kY run, giwing somewhat cleaner data, and the 
greater effect of surface irregularities is apparent in the 32 kV data where 
the curve is not as smooth even where the noise level is not a factor 
Diffusion lengths determizned using the 45-k~eV beam were 45 1 ,ur and 
43 5 ' sm Usin-g 32 Icy, the measured values were 39 6 z and 38 m It is 
possible that the 45 IcY values may be influenced by the higher injection level 
prevailing in that case The 32 kV values, on the other hand, may be influenced 
by the higher noise level in that case, which may lead to underestimates of the 
diffusion length Taking all the data together, the mean d affus-onle gth is 
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41.6 	 jim, the standard deviation is 3.3 pm, and the probable error is 2 jim. 
The Co 6 0 measurement yielded a value of 42.4 jim. The agreement between 
the two values is most satisfying, although the closeness of the agreement 
must be regarded as fortuitous in view of the sources of random error and 
potential s'ources of systematic error in the two measurement methods. 
We regard this test a satisfactory mutual corroboration of the two meas­
urement methods, although admittedly the comparison was made under cond_­
tions which were optimal for both. 
3.2 	 COMPARISON OF DIFFUSION LENGTH AND LIFETIME 
MEASUREMENTS 
Having established confidence m our methods of measurang difusion 
length, it was also of interest to compare diffusion length with lifetime ineas ­
urements. This was done by first determinning the diffusion length _n several 
solar cells using the penetrating light apparatus. The diffused regions were 
then removed by etching, the surfaces sandblasted, and the lifetimes deter­
mined via PCD. SSPC measurements were also made and these were employed 
an establishing the generation rate for that apparatus. Consequently-, they do 
not constitute an independent test. 
Two Z. 3 f-cm n-type solar cells and one 2 0 0-cm p -type solar cell 
were characterized in this manner. They were of the same type as those used 
in other aspects of the calibration program, namely those fabricated for us 
previously 	 by OCLI. Results of the comparison are shown in Table III 
Table III. 	 Comparison of diffusion length and bulk lifetime 
measurements on solar cells 
2 ('rfEL ('eff)PCD 
L (jim) D (cn /s) '"(L s) (11s) (1s) 
DVP 2.3-8 141 11.1 17.9 6 8 7.0 
DVP 	 Z.3 -13 181 11.1 29.5 8.0 8.8 
DVB 	 2.0-34 131 27.0 6 35 3.0 
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The first column shows the diffusion lengths determined using the as ­
sumption of infinite surface recombination velocity at the back surface. The 
second column indicates the diffusion coefficient which was assumed in con­
version of these d-ffusion lengths to lifetime The third colurnin shows the 
equivalent lifetime and the fourth lists the effective lifetime which would be 
expected for a sample of such diffusion length, given the thickness of the bulk 
sample, the dif:asivity of column 2, and a surface recombination velocity of 
8.3 x 103 cm/s. The fifth column shows the effective lifetime measured on 
the bulk sample via PCD. 
Good agreement between the derived lifetime values and the PCD values 
was found in the case of the n-type specimens (3 and 10%), whereas the cor­
respondence in the case of the p-type sample was only within 437, or 30%, 
dependiLng on the point of reference. The PCD lifetime is longer than the dif­
fusion length-derived lifetime, which would be expected if trapping influenced 
the results. Indeed, background light was required to achieve exponential 
decays in the case of both DVP 2.3 - 13 and DVB 2.0 -34. On the basis of the 
discussion in Section 2. 5, perhaps this measure was insufficient to make the 
determinataon insensitive to trapping. 
Further comparisons would, of course, be of interest in the case of 
p-type material However, it would be preferable if such studies could be 
made on thicker material where surface conditions would not have such a 
profound effect on the derived values. 
3.3 DISCUSSION OF CONSISTENCY TESTS 
In the previous sections we-have reported excellent agreement between 
a bulk measurement and device measurement of diffusion length performed 
on the same device, and moderate agreement of diffusion-length equiva­
lent lifetime and that measured by means of photoconductivity decay. 
The considerable interest in having such consistency checks performed 
arose from several sources On the one hand, past comparisons of life­
time measurements made by different investigators have shown little 
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correspondence On the other hand, there is a large body of data in the radi­
ation effects community (quite a lot of it unpublished) which yields higher val­
ues for radiation susceptibility when device measurements of diffusion length 
are employed than when bulk lifetimes are used. This discrepancy was dealt 
with in two studies performed in our own laboratory, 1,16 and an a'ditional 
one 13 was directed specifically to making such a comparison Explanations of 
the discrepancy generally tended to po-stulate trapping effects and injection­
level dependences of lifetime in this state of affairs, it is of great interest 
to establish the mutual consistency of the measurement methods under ideal 
conditions This having been done, the range of validity of the various experi­
mental methods can be explored by increasing the data base and performing 
appropriate statistical analyses This work serves both of these purposes 
In the study already referred to, 1,2 damage constants were determined 
on p-type bulk samples and solar cells over a wide range of resistivities 
Measured on solar cells, diffusion lengths tended to be shorter than those de­
rived from bulk lifetimes by the factor 1 7, with essentially all of the data 
being encompassed in the range 1 4 to Z, regardless of the magnitude of the 
diffusion length. Techniques used were SSPC for lifetime and penetrating 
light for diffusion length. The same factor (and range) was observed in a 
large number of unirradiated bulk samples when compared to solar cells fab­
ricated from the same material PCD lifetimes were measured here A 
systematic error in one of the measurement methods seems a likely possibility 
Tending to support this view was the finding by Weizer 1 7 of a disagreement 
of a factor of 1 9 between his SEIVI bulk measurement of diffusion length and 
the standard x-ray method used at NASA-Lewis This discrepancy was not 
resolved in that the x-ray generation rate was simply redefined in that case 
to give agreement 
An earlier study, which was undertaken to explore device-bulk differences 
by comparing neutron damage constants determined via PCD and SEM diffusion 
length, found bulk diffusion lengths to be lower than PCD lifetime by the factor 
of 1.66, with a standard deviation of 0 15 13 Differences were postulated to 
be due to trapping effects on the post- irradiation PCD lifetime measurements 
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The persistent and systematic discrepancy between device and bulk 
data, as well as Weizer's finding, motivated the particular attention that we 
gave the diffusion length measurement meHhods. As a result, they now ap­
pear to have adeq ate credibility-. Moreover, agreement was established be­
tween the Co 6 0 method as used here and in the earlier studyz(for calibration). 
The burden must therefore fall upon systematic processing effects on radia­
tion sensLtivity, which is difficult to defend, or upon the bulk lifetime meas ­
urement methods. That these methods are subject in principle to errors m_ 
the presence of traps is well known and has been the basis of much criticism 
of their use. We have found evidence of trapping effects on our measure­
ments, despite the use of background light to fill traps, in the course of 
establishing the generation rate in the SSPC method. Moreover, the dis ­
agreement between diffusion length lifetirne and PCD lifetime in the p-type 
sample is consistent with trapping effects on the lifetime measurement, and 
it is of comparable magnitude as the discrepancies referred to above. Trap­
ping is known to be more of a problem in p-type silicon than in n-type. 
The difficulty with the trapping hypothesis is that one would not expect 
such a tight correlation of diffusion-length lifetime and bulk lifetime as is 
in fact observed. An alternative explanation which has been put forward 1 
is injection-level effects on the lifetime measurermrenrs. (The discrepancies 
between device and bulk measurements in that radiation effects study were 
found to disappear when comparison was made at the same injection level.) 
The photoconductivity decay lifetimes are typically measured over a range of 
injection ratios of 10- 3 to 10 -. At earlier times in the decay curve, the 
lizetine is typically longer due to injection-level dependence. If the decay 
constant increases later in the decay transient due to the presence of traps, 
the resultant decay curve may simulate a simple decay constant over a suf­
ficient range in between that an acceptable measurement of lifetime is indica­
ted, when in fact the low-injection-level ifetime will not have been observed. 
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The presence of any fast trapping at all, then, would have the tendency to 
cause the lifetime to be overestimated as a result of its injection-level depend­
ence. That a certain amount of such trapping was present in all of the bulk sam­
ples measured in the current program is demonstrated by the fact that consid­
erable background light was required in all cases in order to fill traps in 9SPC 
measurements. The injection-level dependence of lifetime could alsc-be a fac­
tor in the absence of any significant trapping. ror neutron-irradiated material, 
it has been shown 16 using device measurements that at injection ratios as low 
3as 10 - , lifetime varies quite slowly with inject on level, and this dependence
-5 -o 
may extend to injection ratios as low as 10- 5or 10 . It is possible that photo­
conductivity decay curves are perceived as exponential under these conditions. 
The above factor would appear to be relevant only to the particular case 
of PCD lifetimne. In SSPC, the injection level induced by the chopped-light is 
clearly sufficiently low for all practical lifetimes that the appropriate limit 
should be observed. On the other hand, the injection level which is induced 
by the steady-state background light is not known. If lifetimes are short, 
traps have to be kept filled to a high degree in order that the conductivity 
modulation rising from the reconbination process dominates in the SSPC 
measurement. If the detrapping ti-ne is also short, then the background light 
intensity required to accomplish this may be sufficient to increase both 
minority-carrier and majority-carrier excess densities beyond low-injection 
conditions. In practice, the background light intensity is increased until a 
plateau, or rnaninum, is reached in SSPC lifetime, which may or may not 
correspond to the low-inj ection-level lifetime. So the situtation is not funda­
mentally better in the case of SSPC than of PCD. 
The above discussion has probably overemphasized the discrepancies 
that exist. To balance the picture, it should be said that lifetime measure­
ments have been very fruitful in the past in the determination of recombina­
tion center parameters. The simplicity of the methods, and their applicability 
to bulk material, assure that they will continue to be relied upon. Compari­
son of the data taken on the large number of samples in this program with that 
of others should help to establish the domain of usefulness of the standard 
lifetime measurements for nonideal material 
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EXPER YIENTAL RESULTS


4. 	 1 LIFETI'ME AND DIFFUSION LENGTH MEASUREMENTS ON 
WESTINGHOUSE SAMPLES 
Results of SSPC measurements on Westinghouse bulk samples are given 
in Table IV Shown are the effective lizetimes, in mcroseconds, obtained at016 -3 ­
a generation rate of 8. 1 x 10 cm /sec 1 . These data should be comparable 
to the equivalent raw Westinghouse data, i e., without correction for surface 
recombination effects. We have also given the ratio of effective lifetime ob­
tained at higher and lower generation rates to that obtained under standard 
conditions. The generation rate a amounts to 50% of the standard value, 
16 -3 -1 
or 4.05 x 10 cm sec , and a amounts to 1.93 of the standard value, or 
117 -3 -i1 
1.56 x ol cM sec . (The ratios were only recorded initially to two or 
three significant figures, so the given normalized values imply a greater 
precision than is appropriate.) The ratios may be interpreted as follows if 
tthe ratios are monotonically increasing with higher g, then an injection-level 
efect on the measured value may be 	 fndacated, the ratios for a and a are 
both 	 larger than unity, then an appropriate background light level has been 
chosen for the measurement under standard conditions. The observation of a 
ratio larger than unity for a would indicate residual trapping effects on the 
conductivity modulation, whereas the observation of a ratio larger than unity 
for a would imply an injection-level dependence of the measured lifetime. 
The 	 nrninum in SSPC lifetine observed under standard conditions (g,)would 
then 	 be a "best value" in the presence of both trapping and injection-level ef­
fects. If, on the other hand, the measured ratios are monotonically declining 
with 	 increasing injection level, then the available background light intensity 
was 	 malost likely insufficient to saturate the traps for a plateau value of SSPC 
lifetime to be observed. (It is also possible, however, to observe cases in 
which the lifetime decreases with increasing injection level, in which case no 
minimum, or plateau, value would be expected.) 
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Table IV. Lifetime data for Westiaghouse bulk samples. 
Sa-plee Iamp ,"f)- a Teff s = 8.3 x 103 s = 9 3 v 10 3 
Designaton 1 ? (jis (gs)L = I-, (j,.) L ( .n) 
W-002-00-000-1 1.006 1 0.992 1.53 Z.80 95.1 2.86 95.9 
W-ooZ-o0-000-a 1.006 1.00Z 1.41 2.62 91.9 2.69 93.3 
W-002-00-000-3 1.000 0.998 1.47 Z.83 95 5 2.91 96,9 
W-002-00-000-4 1.006 0.981 1.45 Z.78 94 7 Z.84 95.7 
W-014-00-000-1 0.995 1.00Z 1.61 3.41 105.0 3.49 106 0 
W-014-00-000-2 1.004 0.992 Z.Z6 5.65 135.0 6.10 140.0 
W-014-00-000-3 1.014 1.01Z 1.98 4.48 120 0 4.78 124.0 
V-014-00-000-4 
W-019-Cu-003-1 1.016 1.004 1.19 1.97 79.8 2 02 80.6 
IV-019-Ca-003-2 1 004 1.000 1.34 2.46 89.1 2.58 91.2 
WV-019-Cu-003-3 1.002 1.002 1.66 3.63 108.0 3.72 110.0 
W-019-Cu-003-4 1.010 1.002 1.21 Z.03 80.8 2.07 81.7 
W-020-00-000-1 1.013 1 011 1.43 2.71 93.5 2.77 94.5 
W-020-00-000-2 1.008 0.98Z 1.77 3.47 106.0 3 76 110 0 
W-020-00-000-3 1.004 0.991 2.05 5.19 I29.0 5.64 135.0 
WV-020-00-000-4 1.002 0 998 Z.29 5.66 135 0 5.82 137.0 
W-004-Cr-001-2 1.017 0.989 0 038 0 038 11.2 
W-004-Cr-001-end-3 1.016 0.995 0.035 0.036 10.7 
W-004--Cr-001-end-4 1.019 0.966 0 033 0 035 10.6 
W-005-M-001 -tang -1 0.991 1.01Z 9.76 
W-005-%n-001-tang-Z 1.000 1.003 9.89 
W-005-Vmn-001-cent-3 1.007 1.003 8.87 
W-005--Vn-001-4 0.997 1.010 9 38 
W-006-Nx-001-cent-1 1.008 0.988 1.71 3.59 108.0 3.96 113.0 
W-006-Ni-001-cent-Z 1.005 1.003 1.51 2.97 97.9 3.07 99.5 
W-006-Nz-001-tamg-3 1.002 1.004 1.62 3 30 103.0 3.53 107.0 
W-006-Nx-001-seed-4 0.997 1.007 1.72 3.59 108.0 4.01 114.0 
W-007-Cu-001-cent-1 1.000 1 004 1.57 3.28 103.0 3.31 103.0 
W-007-Cu-001-tang-3 0.995 0.998 1.51 2.91 96.9 3.07 99.5 
W-007-Cu-001-seed-4 1.009 0.996 1.69 3.33 104.0 3.44 105.0 
W-008-T±-001-tang-1 1.095 1.038 0.180 0.196 25.1 
W-008-Ti-001-tamg-2 0.998 1.002 0.170 0 183 24.3 
W-008-Ta-001-seed-3 0 966 1.009 0.184 0.199 25.3 
W-008-Ti-001-seed-4 0.993 0.998 0 165 0.178 23.9 
W-009-V-001 -seed- 1 1.013 0.977 2.15 6.46 144.0 7 16 152.0 
W-009-V-001-seed-2 0.975 0 954 2.27 7.61 157 0 8.61 167 0 
',-009-V-001-tang-3 0.987 1.013 2.38 8.87 169.0 0.3 182.0 
W-009-V-001-tmg-4 0 965 0.987 2.34 8.36 164.0 9.61 176.0 
W-010-Ni-002-seed-1 1 002 0 996 1 87 4.90 126.0 5.36 131.0 
W-010-Ni-00Z-seed-2 1 005 0 989 1.90 4.68 123 0 5.18 129 0 
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Table 177. (Gontnued) 
Sam=(f) -ra- e s 8.3 x103 Is = 9.3 v 103 
Designtion 1g?. 3 1(1xs) 1'r (gs) L 4an)jITr&LS)1_V ) 
W-010-Ni-OOZ-fang-3 1.004 1 0.991 190 4.40 119.0 4.69 123 0 
W-010-Ni-00Z-cent-4 1.009 0 985 Z. 42 7 35 154.0 8.13 162.0 
W-01!-Zr-001-ang-1 1.009 0.983 2.18 6.70 147 0 7 48 153.0 
W-011-Zx-001-1 mg-2 1.034 1.015 2.14 6 35 143.0 7 06 151.0 
W-OI1-Zx-OO1-cens-3 1.008 0.984 2 05 5.66 135 0 6.-Z 142.0 
W-0!1-Zz-001-seed-4 1.014 0.980 1.79 3.64 108.0 3.85 !11.0 
W-01Z-Cx-O0Z-seed-i 1.009 0.982 0.095 0.098 17 8 
W-012-Cr-00Z-seed-z 1.017 0.986 0.082 0 084 16 5 
W-01Z-Cx-O0Z-tng-3 1 010 0 982 0.076 0.078 15.8 
W-012-C-00-tmmg-4 1.014 0.990 0.089 0 093 17 3 
W-013-m-O0Z­ g-1 1.026 1.000 2.43 9 S 176 0 1.2 190.0 
W-Ol3-.n-O-.g-21 002 0 989 2.31 8.02 !61.0 9 16 172.0 
W-013-.2v-0C2-seed-3 1.011 0.982 1.53 3.35 104.0 3 58 108.0 
W-013-Mn2x-00Z-seed-4 1.015 1.000 2.-4 9 7Z 177 0 !.4 192.0 
W-O1-Zt-001-tang-1 1 006 0 994 1 56 3,10 99 9 3 27 103 0 
W-015-Zz-0O1-tng-% 0 998 1.007 1 34 3 02 98 7 3 19 101.0 
W-O15-Zn-001-cent3 1 024 1 013 1 55 3.06 99 3 3 23 1O0 0 
W-015-Zn-001-seed-4 1 009 1 000 1.50 2 86 06 1 3 27 103 0 
W-016-Fe-001-tatg­ 1 002 0 980 0.053 0 054 13 z 
V-01c-Fe-001-ang.-2 I 011 0 985 0 048 0 048 12.4 
W- 0 16-re-001-cent-3 1.000 1.000 0 086 0 089 16,9 
W- 0 16-Fe-00 -seed -4 
W-017-Cu-002-tang­ 1 002 0 994 1.86 3,93 113.0 4 17 116 0 
W-017-Cu-00z-caag-2 0 998 0 993 1 67 3.54 107 0 3 76 110 0 
W-017-Gu-002-tang-3 1 000 0 970 1.41 2.39 87 8 Z.70 93 3 
W-017-Cu-002-seed-4 1.019 0 981 1 50 2 38 96 3 3 03 98 8 
W-018-Fe-00-tamg-1 1.004 1.000 0 022 0 023 8 60 
W-018-Fe-O02.tang­- 1.000 1.000 0 021 0 022 8 40 
W-01S-Fe-002-cent-3 1 007 0 983 0.019 0.020 7 98 
W-018-re-00z-seed-4 1.000 0.991 0 021 0 022 8 40 
W-021-Mg-001-teng-! 0 994 1.000 1.25 Z. ! 82.4 2 18 83.9 
W- 0 21_-Mg-O01-tzng-a 1.019 1.000 1.47 Z 77 94.6 2.91 96 9 
W-021-Mg-001-cent-3 0 991 1 000 1.43 2.64 92.2 2 77 94 5 
W-OZ1-Mg-001-seea 4 0 998 0 990 1 53 Z.98 98.1 3 15 101 0 
W-0 2 2-00-000-cent-1 0 986 1.o0 1 97 4..43 iZ0 0 4.73 I13 0 
W- 0 22-O0-000-cent-2 0 993 0 996 1.93 4.Z4 117 0 5 28 130 0 
W-OZ-00-000-cent-3 0 993 0 908 1 87 3.97 113 0 4.22 117 0 
W-022-00-000-cen_-4 0 987 1 006 Z 26 6 I0 140.0 6 66 147 0 
W-023-00-000-tag­ 1 004 0 973 0 150 0 137 21.0 
W- 0 23-00-000-cenr-2 I1 010 0 981 0 117 0.123 19 9 
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Table IV. (Continued) 
Sroe(,refi)
Sannle 
Designation 
W-023-00-000-cent- 3 
W-023-00-000-seed-4 
 
W-024-1ig-002-tang-l 
W-0z4-Mgg-00Z-tang-2 
W-024-Mg-00Z-seed-3 
W-024-Mg-002-seed-4 
 
W-025-00-000-tang-1 
W-025-00-000-cent-2 
 
W-025-00-000-cent-3 
W-025-00-000-seed-4 
W-026-MNt-003-tang-1 
W-026-Mn-003-tang-2 
W-0Z6-,Mn-003-seed-3 
w-026-2Mn-003-seed-4 
W-027-Mn/Cu-001­
tang-1 
W-0%Z7-Mn/Cm-001­
tang-2 
W-027-Man/Cu-001­
cent-3 
W-027-Min/Cu-001 ­
seed-4 
W-028-AI-001-.ng-1 
W-028-AI-001-tang-2 
WY-028-A-001-seed-3 
W-029-Cr-003-tang-1 
W-0Z9-Cr -003 -tamg-2 
W-029-Cz-003-seed-3 
W-029-Cr-003-seed-4 
W-030-Cr/Cu-001­

taug-i 
W-030-Cr/Mn-001.­
tang-2 
W-030-Cx/Mtn-001­
cent-3 
W-030-Cr/Cu-001­

seed-4 
 
W-031-Cr/IMNr-001­
tang-I 
W-031-Cr/M'n-001­
tang-2 
W-031-Cr/iMn-001­
seed-3 
 
-ratio T 
e-­.

s = 8.3 x 10 3 
=. 2 cO 
s=9 3 
_3' 
10' 
o 
(pa) 
 (.I,,) L (in)JTWs) L 
1.005 1 0.995 0.086 
 0.09% 17.z 
1.002 
 0.989 
 0.109 0.115 19.2 
1.000 1.000 1.61 3 29 103 0 3 49 106.0 
0.941 1.059 1 38 2.48 89.5 Z.59 91.4 
1.038 0.987 1.81 4.19 116.0 4.50 121 0 
0.974 
 1.026 
 1.50 
 2.88 
 96 3 3 03 98.8 
0 957 1.000 3 99 
1.000 
 1.050 
 1.44 
 2.67 
 92.9 2.80 95.1

0.988 1 012 1.82 3.44 105.0 3.60 108.0 
1.047 1 011 3.09 13.1 205.0 15.1 221.0 
0.950 1.017 1.29 2.21 84.5 2.30 86 2 
0.973 1.016 1.35 2.39 87 8 2.49 89.7 
0.880 1.019 1.32 2.51 89.9 2.65 92.3 
1 000 1 018 1.37 2 45 88 9 2.36 90 8 
0.986 1.007 8.18 
1.071 1.000 8 30 
0 933 1.067 7 92 
0.993 1 000 7.92 
0 994 1.017 0.820 1.14 60.6 
0.980 0 980 0.860 1.21 62.5 
1.000 1.000 0.880 1.25 63 6 
1.000 1.000 0.480 0.57 42.9 
0.968 1.011 0.690 0.94 55.0 
0.929 1.040 0.65 0.87 52.9 
1.000 1.000 
 0.016 
 0.016 
 7.23

1 I25 I 250 0 019 
 0.020 7.98

0.976 
 1.065 
 0.024 0 025 
 9 04 
0.900 1.100 
 0.019 0.020 7 99 
1.022 
 0 955 
 1 40 2.54 
 90 6 
1.000 
 0 918 
 1.42 
 2.61 
 91 7 
1.004 
 1.004 
 5 06
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Table IV. (Cont-ued) OF POOR QUALITY 
i ) -n o 7rati s 8.3 s-1 03 s = 9 3 .s10
3 
S a ole 

Se ei ________T4tn) _____g3_I_,-)g3 
W-031-Cr/Mn-001­
seed-4 1.125 1 1.213 5.11 
W-032 -g-003-tamg-1 1.016 1.000 1.65 3.45 106.0 
W-032-Mg-O03-oing­ 1.000 1.011 Z.30 7.89 160 0 
W-032-Mg-003-seed-3 1.033 1 025 2.85 13.0 205.0 14 9 219 0 
W-03Z-Mg-003-seed-4 0.957 1.026 z.68 8.09 162.0 8 70 167 0 
W-O33-Tz-00Z-tg-2 1.014 i.089 0.62 0.795 50 6 
W-033-Ti-002-cent-3 1.012 1.023 0.72 0 930 54.9 
W-033-Ti-002-seed-4 1 000 1 022 0.71 0.920 54.3 
W-035-V-002-bamg-1 1.0Z9 i-0z9 0 670 0 850 52.4 
W-035-V-002 -tang-2 1019 1.038 0.880 1.21 62 3 
W-035-V-002-seed-3 1.000 1.033 0 820 1.10 39 6 
W-035-V-002-seed-4 1.012 1.025 0.750 0.980 56 3 
W-036-Zr-002-seea-1 1.000 1.000 0.750 0.980 56 3 
W-036-Zr-002-seed­ 1.000 1.014 0.750 1.01 57 0 
W-036-Zr-002-tazg-3 1.000 1 010 0 740 0 960 53 7 
W-036-Zr-002-trng-4 1.000 1.014 0 730 0.970 56 0 
W-037-Zr/Ti-001­
tang-I 1.045 0 909 0 200 0 220 26 5 
W-037-Zz/Ti-01­
tang-2 1.018 0 982 0.230 0 260 28.9 
W-037-Zr/T-001­
seea-4 1.000 1 000 0.196 0.210 Z6 3 
W-038-AI-00-tg-l 0 984 1 016 0.280 0,310 31.8 
W-038-A.1-00Z-tang-2 1.000 1 03Z 0 290 0.330 32.7 
W-038-AI-00Z-seed-3 1.058 1.033 0.350 0.396 33.7 
W-038-AI-002-seed-4 1.005 1.015 0.440 0 510 40 6 
W-039-INI-O3-tag-1 1.0zz 1 044 1 z0 1.97 79 8 ? 04 81.1 
W-039-Ni-003­ ng-Z 1.043 1.043 1.72 3 38 104.0 3 35 107.0 
W-039-Nt-003-cent-3 0.801 0 969 1.74 3.45 106.0 3 64 108.0 
W-039-Nz-003-seec-4 1 086 1.012 2.34 8.37 164.0 9 6Z 176.0 
W-040-Cr/Nt-001-1 0.968 1.000 0 025 0 026 9 07 
W-040-Gr/N-01-2 0.943 1.000 0.031 0.032 10.2 
W-040-Cr/Ni-001-3 1.000 1.053 0 033 0.036 10 7 
W-040-CrfNz-001 --4 1 033 1.067 0.023 0 030 9.85 
W-041-Ni/Cr/Cu­
001-1 1.125 1.075 0 039 0 042 11.7 
W-041 -Ni/Cr/Cu­
001-2 1.000 1 022 0.038 0 041 11.5 
W-041-4,/Cr/Cu­
001-3 1.054 1.054 0.034 0 037 10 0 
W--041 -N/Cr/C­
001-4 1 050 1.075 0 030 0 030 9 751 
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Table IV. (Condinued) 
el s = S.3 x 0' 11 = 9. 3 10'Sanl(e o 

Designation 191 gZj g 3 1 ) T (.s) L (4±in)I (Js) L (Vam) 

W-042-Ti-003-L 1.040 1 1.000 0.169 0.184 24.3 

W-042-Ti-003-2 1.020 0.969 0.186 0.200 25.5 

W-042-Ti-003-3 1.0Z3 0.909 0.175 0.188 24.6 

W-042-Ti-003-4 1.042 0.833 0 183 0.198 Z5.Z 

W-043-Fe/Ti-001-1 1.008 1.008 0.104 0.108 18.7 

W-043-Fe/TI-001-Z 1.000 1.000 0.103 0.108 18.7 
W-043-Fe/Tz-O01-3 0.951 0.982 0.086 0.094 17.5 
W-043-Fe/T,-001-4 1.000 1 000 0.1z 0.Iz6 20.1 
V-044-Fe-003-1 1.013 1.Q13 0.697 0.877 53.Z 
W-044-Fe-003-2 1.03Z 1. 048 0.504 0.615 44.5 
W-044-Fe-003-3 1.000 1.014 0 659 0.820 51.4 
W-044-Fe-003-4 1. 032 1. 032 0.741 0.968 55.9 
W-045-Cr/Fe/Ti­
001-1 1.009 1.000 0 09Z 0.101 18 05 
W-045-Cr/Ee/Ti­
001-2 1.000 0.982 0.101 0.105 18.4 
W-045-Cr/Fe/Ti­
001-3 1.000 1.018 0.079 0.087 16 7 
W-045-Cr/Fe/Ti­
001-4 1.025 1.008 0.09Z 0.101 18.1 
W-046-Fe/V-001-1 1.020 0.990 0.880 i.z5 63.6 
W-046-Fe/V-001-Z 1.000 1.000 0.820 1.102 59.6 
w-046-Fe/V-001-3 1.029 1.029 0 670 0.876 53.1 
w-046-Fe/v-001-4 1.028 1.000 0.691 0 884 53.4 
V-047-Cu/NL/Zr­
001-1 1.022 1.022 1.15 1.85 77.1 1.91 78.4 
W-047-Cu/Ni/Zr­
001-a 1.0ZZ 1.022 1.Z2 1.91 78.4 1.97 79.6 
W-047-Cu/Nz/Zzr­
001-3 1.000 1.000 1.35 2.39 87.8 2.49 89.7 
W-047-Cn/Ni/Zr -
001-4 0.989 0.995 1.38 2.31 86.3 2.39 87.8 
W-048-Ti-004-1 1.040 1.040 0.450 0.540 41.7 
IV-048-Tz-004-2 1.006 0.988 0.369 0,430 37 2 
W-048-Ta-004-3 
W-048-T-004-4 
W-049-V-003-1 1.000 1.000 0.169 0.181 24.1 
W-049-V-003-2 1 000 0 987 0.192 0.211 26 1 
W-049-V-003-3 1 000 0.986 0.181 0 195 25 1 
W-049-V-003-4 1.015 1.015 0.187 0.201 25 5 
W-050-T/V-001-1 1.013 1.000 0.571 0.718 48 1 
W-050-TI/V-001-2 1.008 1.000 0.932 1.35 66.1 
W-050-Ti/V-001-3 1.012 1.000 0.575 0.72Z 48.Z 
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Table IV. (Concluded) 
"l (T 'If) - raa 8 . 3 x 10 3 s=9 3 _ : !03 
Des g-awon gl g 3 1 1)Tr.s) L9. L(pzn) 
W-050-Ta/V-001-4 i.045 1 1.015 o.5a3 0.644 45.6 
W-051-Cu/TI-001-1 1.000 1.000 1.31 2.48 89 4 2.61 91.7 
W-051-Ca/Ti-001-2 0 977 0.931 1.71 3.71 109.0 3.96 113.0 
W-051-Ca/Ti-00i-3 1.000 0.986 1.93 4.24 117 0 4.51 121.0 
W-051-Cu/Ti-001-4 1.013 0.973 1.88 4.57 121.0 4.93 126.0 
W-05z-Ni-004-1 0.983 0.983 1.64 3.09 99.9 3.24 102 0 
W-05Z-Ni-004-2 1 017 1.000 1.81 4.19 116.0 4.51 121.0 
W-052-N-004-3 1 015 1.030 2.02 4.68 123.0 5.00 127 0 
W-052-Ni-004-4 1.011 1 000 2.00 4.56 121.0 4.87 !Z5 0 
W- 0 55-Cu-004-1 1.020 0.990 2.09 4.47 120 0 4.74 124.0 
W-055-Cn-004-2 1.0z6 1.009 Z.38 5.95 139 0 6 39 144.0 
W-055-Gu-004-3 1.000 0 983 2.31 5.55 134.0 5.94 138 0 
W-055-Cu-004-4 1.027 1 014 1.95 4 33 118 0 4.62 !ZZ.0 
W-05 6 -CU-005-1 1.015 1.000 2.14 5 31 131 0 5.72 136 0 
-ff-056-Cu-005-2 1.015 1.007 2.78 11.8 195.0 13.8 211.0 
W-056-Cu-005-3 1 025 1.000 Z.20 4.97 127 0 5.30 131.0 
W-056-Cu-005-4 1 029 1.029 1 81 4.20 116.0 4.52 121.0 
The effective lifetime measured under standard conditions was corrected 
3 
for surface recombination using the value s = 8 3 x 10 cm/s. The resulting 
value of bulk lifetime is given in Table IV along with the corresponding dif­
fusion length. The latter is only approxnimate in that the conversion assumed 
a chffusivity of 32. 2 for all of the samples even though they were character ­
ized by some spread in resistvity. By wnrtue of thle statistical analysis dns ­
cussed in the Append-c, a second determination of lifetime was made using a 
slightl larger value of surface recombination velocity, s = 9 3 x 103 cn/s. 
Only the longer lifetimes, where the surface has a significant effect, were 
recalculated. The sensitivity of the bulk lazetime to assumptions about the 
surface is quite apparent. 
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For several samples no bulk lifetimes are shown. In these cases, the 
measured effective lifetime exceeded the expected surface lifetime under 
the assumed surface recombination velocity. This indicates the presence 
of severe trapping. Under these- conditions, the ratios of effective 
lifetime would be expected to be monotonically declining with increasing 
injection level. This may or may not be the case due to the complication of 
sample heating in the course of the measurement, when the very highest 
background light intensities were used in an attempt to fill the traps. 
Data are presented with a precision that is appropriate to the experi­
mental resolution, not the putative accuracy. This was done for the purpose 
of any statistical studies or further treatment of the data which rmght yet be 
undertaken.


No data at all are shown for some samples. Some of these were not 
uniform in resistivity and could not be measured. Others, unfortunately, 
were casualties. 
Diffusion length data taken on the Westinghouse 1 x 1 cm solar cells 
test structures are given in Table V. Data were taken at three different gen­
15 -3 -1 15 -3 -I
eration rates a = 2.46 x 10 cm. sac , a = 7.11 x 10 cm sec ,and
= 1-Ig3161 j0 -3 
g3 = 1.61 x 10 cm sec Diffusion length values are shown in im, and 
no correction has been made for the depletion width, which is about I pLm for 
these resistivities. Corresponding lifetimes have been indicated, although 
these are likewise calculated without correction for depletion width, and the 
assumption of D = 32.Z cm Is has been made throughout. 
Calibration of the generation rate of the penetrating light apparatus was 
done in the Co60 source using the Westinghouse devices which were made 
from baseline material. Discussion of the data is reserved for Section 4.3. 
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Table V. Diffision lengths determined at three generation iates for Westinghouse devices. 
Sample Sample 91 g2 83 
Designation L (pi'n) r (IjiaeC) L (pn) "(iLsec) L (pn) r (isec) D.signation L (im) 'r (p.ec) L (irm) T (ILec) L (Imn) (p.s.L) 
W-00,4-Ci -001-IT 43 3 0 595 43 5 0 587 43 1 0 576 W-O10-Ni-002-2T 33 8 0 350 33 6 0.350 33 6 0 350 
W-004-Ci -001-ZT; 40 7 0 736 48 0 0 715 47 5 0 700 W-010-NI-002-3S 34 3 0 370 34 2 0 360 34.1 0 360 
W-004-Ci-001-40 42 R 0 500 42 5 0 560 42 2 0 550 W-010-NI-002-4S 35.4 0 390 35 3 0 390 35 2 0 3Ig 
W-004-Ci-001-iS 52 2 0 845 52 0 0 040 51 0 0 830 W-011-2r-001-IS 93 1 4 69 103.0 3 32 1IZ 0 3 88 
W-005-Mn-001-I0'1 33 1 0 339 33 1 0 340 33 0 0 340 W-011-Zi-001-ZS 79 1 1 94 89 7 2 50 99 9 3 10 
W-005-Ma-001-3E 34 2 0 363 34 2 0 360 34 1 0 360 W-011-Zi-001-3T 163 0 8 24 162 0 8 is 160 0 7.93 
W-OO-Mn-001-2S 31 8 0 313 32 6 0 333 33 1 0 340 W-0I-21z-001-4c 17'1 0 9 34 !176 0 9 58 176 0 9 58 
W-005-Mn-001-45 28 5 0 250 30 2 0 280 31 3 0.300 W-012-Gi -00Z-IG 77.4 1.86 82.3 2 10 85,5 2.Z7 
W-C06-Ni-001-ZET 120 0 4 49 143 0 6 33 159 0 7 79 W-01Z-C.-00Z-4T 123.0 4 66 125 0 4.85 126.0 4.94 
- W-006-NI-001-3ET 122 0 4 58 143 0 6 33 157 0 7 61 W-O1Z-G -00z-6ES 10.8 0 520 49 6 0 760 58 3 1 05 0 
'0 W-006--Ni-001-SES 48 9 0 740 66 3 1 36 84 4 2 21 W-012-Cx -00Z-7ES 37 0 0 430 44 1 0 600 51.6 0 830 
W-006-Ni-001-8l S 70 6 1 55 94 2 2 75 116 0 4.18 W-013-Mn-002-lS 74 7 1 73 88 4 Z 42 101 0 3 15 0 " 
W-007-Cu-001-IT 146 0, 6 57 147 0 6 72 146 0 6 59 W-013-Mn-002-2S 120 0 4 50 137 0 5 80 149.0 6 92 
W-007-Cu-001-ZT 171 0 9 07 179 0 9 96 180 0 10 1 W-013-1vfn-002-IT 123 0 4.66 128 0 5 01 130 0 5 24 C, 
W-007-Cu-001-2S 185 0 10 7 202 0 IZ 7 207 0 13 3 W-013-Mn-002-4G 143 0 6 33 151 0 7 09 155 0 7.43 
W-007-Cu-001-5C 165 0 8 44 168 0 1 73 168 0 8 73 W-015-Zn-001-IT 164.0 8.32 207 0 13 3 239 0 17 7 
W-008-Ti-001-IS 5 [8 0 000 4 91 0 007 4 90 0 007 W-015-Zn-001-ZT 272 0 22 9 298 0 Z7 5 305 0 28 9 
W-008-Ti-001-2b 5 18 0 008 5 16 0 008 5 11 0 008 W-0I5-Zn-O0i-JS 34 8 0.380 42 5 0 560 54 2 0 910 
W-008-T3-001-IT 4 56 0 006 4 57 0 006 4 49 0 006 W-015-Zn-001-4C 122 0 4 62 123 0 4 69 123 0 4 69 
W-008-Ti-001-3C 5 05 0 008 5 04 0 007 4 08 0.008 W-016-Fe-001-1S 153 0 7 25 154 0 7 38 153 0 7 28 
W-009-V-001-3S 6 29 0 012 6 27 0 012 6 22 0 012 W-016-F-001-3S 144 0 6.39 144 0 6 42 143 0 6 30 
W-009-V-001-Sc 6 29 0 01 6 19 0 (12 6 13 0 012 W-016-Ve-001-1T 76 0 1.80 77 7 1 87 78 6 1 92 
W-009-V-001-3T 6 29 0 012 6 31 0 012 6 21 0 012 W-016-Fe-001-4G 100 0 3 11 101 0 3 18 102 0 3 21 
W-009-V-001-4T 6 29 0 01z 6 27 0 012 6.24 0 012 W-017-Cu-002-IT 208 0 13 1 203 0 12 7 196 0 11 9 
W-010-Ni-00Z-I0 34 9 0 380 34 8 0 380 34 7 0 370 W-0l-01u-01iz-z 191 0 11.3 187 0 10 8 181 0 l0 2 
Table V. (Concluded) 
gl 9 2 3 S a pl g1 523 

Sample Sample 

Designation L (im) T (Iiaec) L (jim) T (ItLec) L (jim) f (isec) Designation L (ILM) i (lisee) L (1km) (1800) L (jim) 1 (iLsee) 

W-OIT-Gu-002-2S 113 0 3 96 131 0 5.30 144.0 6.40 W-027-Mn/Cu-
W-017-Cu-00Z-3S 134 0 5.57 156 0 7 54 174 0 9 36 001-3T 29.7 0.270 30.3 0 290 30.5 0.290 
W-0I8-Fe-002-1S 20 5 0 130 20 4 0 130 20 4 0.130 W- 0 2 7-lIfn/Cu­
001-6C 30 9 0.296 31 8 0.310 32.3 0 320W-018-Fe-02-23 21 3 0 140 21.3 0 140 21 3 0 140 W-028-AI-001-1S 47.5 0.700 47 1 0.690 46 6 0 670 
W-018-Fc-002-IT 47 3 0 690 46.8 0 680 417 3 0 690 W-028-Al-001-2S 45.6 0 650 45.3 0 640 45 1 0.630 
W-018-F.-002-40 19.8 0 120 19.8 0.120 19 8 0 120 W-029-ci -003-iS 213 0 14.1 220.0 15 1 220.0 15 1 
W-019-Cu-003-1T 200.0 12 4 201 0 12 5 197 0 12 0 W-029-Ci -003-2S 141 0 6 19 157.0 7.61 165 0 8 40 
W-019-Cu-003-2T 210 0 13.6 208 0 13.4 201.0 12 6 W-029-C -003-3T 167.0 8.62 181.0 10.1 186.0 10 7 
W- 0 19-Cu-003-3S 186 0 10 7 190.0 11.2 190 0 11.1 W-029-Cr-003-4T 144.0 6.47 155 0 7 43 157.0 7 61 
i W- 0 9-Cu-003-4S 161.0 8 04 173 0 9.30 180.0 10.0 W-030-Gi/Gu-
JPL 116 B3oeline 346.0 37.1 338.0 35 4 327 0 33.2 001-zS 41.3 0 530 40.9 0 520 40.7 0 510 
JPL t7 Baaeline-3] 165.0 8 46 174.0 9 40 176 0 9.64 W-030-Gx/Iu-
W-OZI-Mg-001-1S 137 0 5.8O 152 0 7.12 16Z.0 8.12 001-35 42.5 0.560 42 3 0.560 42.1 0.550 
W-021-Mg-001-ZS 158 0 7 71 169 0 8.85 175 0 9 53 W-030-Cx/u­001-2T 32 4 0 330 32.3 0.320 32.1 0.320 
W-021-Mg-001-3T 208 0 13.5 210 0 13.7 208 0 13 4 W-030-Gr/Gu-
W-021-Mg-0O1-4T 258 0 20.6 257 0 20 5 248 0 19.0 001-3T 32.7 0.330 32 5 0 330 32.3 0 330 
W-02d-Mg-002-1T 88.4 2.12 102.0 3.25 114 0 4.03 W-031-Ci/Mn-
W-024-hvg-00Z-2T 143 0 6.33 171.0 9.08 194.0 11 7 001-IT 13 6 0 057 13.3 0.055 13.2 0 054 
W-024-Mg-002-2S 102 0 3 25 123.0 4 66 140 0 6.06 W-031-Gi /Mn-
W-024-Mg-002-3S 41.4 0.530 52.2 0 850 64.4 1 29 
001-ZT 
W-OSI-r/vn­
13.4 0.056 13 4 0,056 13 3 0 055 
W-0 6 -In-003-IS 385 0 45.9 521 0 84.0 591 0 108 0 001-IS 15 4 0 074 15.4 0.074 15 3 0 073 
W-026-Mn-003-ZS 437 0 59 3 487.0 73 4 467 0 67.6 W-031-Gi/Mn-
W-026-Mn-003-3T 140 0 6.08 140.0 6.08 139 0 5.99 001-3S 10 4 0.033 10 5 0 034 10.4 0 034 
W-026 -Mn-003-50 126.0 4 92 126.0 4.92 125,0 4 85 
4.2 	 LIFETIME AND DIFFUSION LENGTH MEASUREMENTS ON 
MONSANTO SAMPLES 
The SSPC lifetime and penetrating light m-easurements of diffusion length 
determined on Monsanto samples are given in Tables VI and VII, respectively. 
The format is the same as that used for the Westinghouse saimples. Ln this case, 
however, lifetimes are calculated only for one value of surface recombination 
velocity, s = 8.3 x 103 cm/s, since the Monsanto samples tended to be thicker 
and the surface has a less dramatic effect. Diffusion lengths in Table VII were 
converted to lifetine using a diffusivnty of 22 1-1 all cases, corresponding to the 
mean resistivity for the Monsanto cells. 
The bulk samples were furnished as Z x 2 cm 2 solar cell blanks and it 
was necessary to cut these in half to fLt our SSPC sample holder. A diamond 
saw vvith a vacuum chuck was used for the purpose After sawmg, the sam­
ples were cleaned using organic solvents and DI water, prior to the applica­
tion of the contacts. A similar solvent treatment had been found to have no 
discernible effect on lifetime measurerents made on Westinghouse samp-nles. 
Calibration of the generation raLe for the 2 x 2 cm solar cells was 
compelled to be =direct due to the fact that all of the Monsanto cells had 
solder reflow metallization, wich made the Co60 method inapplicable due to 
unquant fiable dose enhancement effects. Calibration was done by rneans of 
conventional solar cells Since most of the Monsanto cells dad not have an 
AR coating, the AR coatings were also removed from the standard cells to 
equalize the surface reflection. Some of the Monsanto cells did have an AR 
coating, however, and the enhancement of generation rate which this implied 
was deterrmned by removal of the AR coating from one of the cells and com­
paring pre- and post-measurements The difference -n generation rates was 
found to be only about 11 - 1216, which may seem low However, it nust be 
considered that this refers only to bandedge radiation, or about 1. 06 am, for 
which the AR coating is not optimized 
Generation rates were slightly different for the Monsanto cells than for 
the Westinghouse measurerments g1 = 2.05 x 10 i, a = 5.92 x 10 1, and 116 -3 -i 
a= .34x 10 cm 	 sec 
3
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Table VI. Lifetnme data for Monsamto bulk samples. 
Sa-n_____ 
MON-2-0-00-014-D-1 
MON-Z0-00016-D-I 
MON-2-0-A-012-D-1 
MON-2-0-A-016-D-I 
MON-Z-0-C-010-D-1 
tON-Z-0-C-012-D-1 
MON-2-0-E-006-D-1 
MON-2-0-E-01Z-D-1 
MON-2-0-F-006-D-1 
MON-2-0-F-008-D-1 
mON-2-0-G-00Z-D-1 
MON-2-0-G-004-D-I 
MON-2-0-1-001-D-L 
MON-a-0-1-007-D-1 
MON-Z-0-3-010-D-1 
MON-2-0-J-014-D-1 
CN-2-J-014-fl-1 
Mo T-Z-S-016-D-I 
MON-a-0-006-D- 1 
MON-Z-0-008-D-1 
MON-2-B-010-D-1 
MON-Z-B-012-D-1 
MON-2-E-002-D-1 
MON-Z-E-006-D-1 
MON-2-C-010-D-1 
MON-2-G-012-D-i 
MON-2-H-014-D-1 
MON-2-H-016-D-I 
MON-2-I-012-D-1 
MON-2-1-016-D-1 
MON-2-K-012-D-1 
MON-2-P-016-D-1 
BC6BD (3)-1 
BC6BD (4)-I 
BC9BD (1-1)-I 
BCgBD (2-1)-i 
BC11BID (1-1)-I 
BCIIBID (3-1)-i 
BC12BD (1-3)-I 
B012BD (4-3)-I 
(79)-rabo 
21'3 
0.926 
1.024 
1.025 
1 1.056 
1 048 
0 950 
0.971 0.989 
1.034 1.000 
1.570 0.941 
1.000 0.933 
1.017 1.025 
1.049 1.033 
1.516 0 703 
1 765 0.971 
1.045 0.982 
1.096 1.017 
1.035 0.965 
1.058 1.029 
0.934 1 009 
1 083 0.988 
1 038 1.000 
1.059 1.044 
1.144 0. 99Z 
1.030 1 020 
1.207 0.948 
1.119 0.963 
1.075 1.000 
1.041 1.014 
1.198 0.937 
1.095 0.869 
0.963 0.950 
1.000 1.018 
1.009 0.991 
1.037 0.971 
1.029 1.007 
1.057 1.011 
1.044 1.000 
1.023 1.023 
1.000 0 929 
1.318 0.955 
1.016 1.031 
1.032 1.016 
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--.. 
-
1 4.s) 
2.25 
2.95 
0.036 
0.023 
1.54 
1.39 
0 091 
0.100 
2.67 
2.37 
0.180 
0.186 
1.95 
Z.43 
3.52 
0.331 
0 305 
0.295 
3.09 
3.05 
3.41 
3.17 
0.089 
0.098 
2.18 
2.70 
0.089 
0.074 
Z. 17 
2.56 
3.53 
3 33 
3.38 
2.16 
3 69 
2.79 
0 070 
0 060 
1.65 
1.68 
= 8.3 -103 
Fr Qjis)L u) 
3.96 93 4 
6.49 120.0 
0.039 9.25 
0.024 7 32 
2.34 71.7 
1 90 64.6 
0.10 14.8 
0.110 15.6 
4.94 104.0 
4.32 97.5 
0.190 15.3 
0.197 15.7 
3.16 83.4 
4.51 99.7 
8.46 137.0 
0.365 28.4 
0.331 27.0 
0.319 26.5 
8.53 153.0 
8.42 154.0 
8.97 141.0 
7.57 129 0 
0 097 14.6 
0.107 15.4 
4.40 98.5 
6 03 115.0 
0.100 14.7 
0.081 13.5 
3.74 90.7 
4.95 104.0 
9.79 147.0 
8.47 137 0 
8.78 139.0 
3 71 90.4 
25.7 277 0 
7.19 147 0 
0 076 12 9 
0.065 12.0 
2.48 73 8 
2 54 74.8 
6NOGNAE PAGE 13 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Table VI. (Concluded) 
flesigmation 
1(riix ZIx 1 e-ratio s 
8.3 c 
(3s) Ir s) L 
103 
j) 
BC13AfD (6-1)-i 0 994 1 1.006 23.5 
BC13 (8-1)-i 1.000 1.0Z1 19.5 
BC1 AfD (1-1)-i 1.014 1.013 12.3 
BG14AD (Z-1)-i 1.024 1.01Z 13.6 
BG15BD (1-3)-i i.046 1.015 1.78 2.90 79.9 
BC15BD (2-3)-i 1.057 1.038 1 41 Z.06 67.4 
BC16BD (1-1)-i 1.0Z7 1.009 0.940 1.ZZ 51.3 
BC163D (1-2)-I 1.033 1.000 0.935 1.21 51.6 
BC17BD (1-1)-I 1.042 1.017 0 990 1.30 53.5 
BC17BD (2-1)-i 1.035 1.000 0.990 1.30 53.5 
B-M3BD-3-1 1.043 1.000 1.1­ 1 48 37 1 
B-MNA3BD-4-1 1.035 1 021 4.23 13 5 173 0 
B-MA9BD-3-1 1.034 1.014 4 37 19 3 Z06.0 
B-M9BD-4-1 1.027 1 013 3 51 11.6 160 0 
B--M11BD-4-1 0.974 1.034 1.04 1.34 54.3 
B-MIIBD-5-1 1.015 0.99Z 1.04 1.31 53 7 
B-MIZA-D-4-1 1.000 1.012 14.9 
B-M13AD-5-1 0.984 1 016 11.6 
B-M14BD-4-1 1.005 1.027 18.1 
B-M14BD-5-1 0.987 0 996 Z 3 
B-M1SBD (1-1)-I 1.000 1.000 5.82 
B-M SBD (2-1)-i 1.113 1.035 3 65 10.7 153 0 
B-Ml6:5l-3-1 0.944 1.016 3.5z 8 46 137 0 
B-M16BD-4-1 1.029 1.000 3.80 10 1 149.0 
B-Mi73,-3-1 0.51Z 1.706 8 05 
B-M17B5-5-1 0.950 1.000 9.35 
B-19ABD-3-1 1.078 1.009 Z.01 3.13 74.4 
B- M19BD-4-1 1.043 1.000 1.84 Z.73 70.0 
B-M1BD-3-1 1.079 1.0Z2 5.05 43.1 308 0 
B-mV31BD-4-1 1.026 1 053 5.06 43 7 310.0 
B-M3ZBD-3-1 1.000 0 857 0 060 0.065 11.9 
B-M3Z2BD-­ 1 1.091 0. 836 0.037 0 040 9.37 
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Table VII. Diffusion lengths determined at three genelation rates for Monsanto solar cells. 
91 923 9 1 z2 3 
Sample 1 Sample


Designation L (pn ) r (pses) L (im) r (lisec) L (jim) r (lsec) Designation L (im) r (isec) L (jim) T (pisec) L (Jim) T (isc)


CIAD-1-2 51 7 1.21 52.6 1 26 .53 0 1 27 C7BD-1-3 5 04 0.0115 5 04 0 0115 5.04 010115 
CIAD-I-3 52.3 1 24 53.7 1 31 54 6 1 35 C7BD-A-1 4 86 0.0107 4.95 0 0111 4 95 0 0111 
ClAD-2-1 46 5 0 980 48 3 1 06 49 2 1.10 C70D-2-3 4 92 0.0110 4.92 0.0110 4 92 0.0110 
CIAD-3-1 36.3 0 600 38 1 0 660 38.7 0 680 C8BID-2-3 27.0 0.331 28.5 0 369 29 4 0.392 
CZBID-Z-I 52 2 1.24 53.7 1 31 54 0 1 32 C81ID-2-4 32 7 0.486 34.2 0.531 35.1 0.599 
C2DID-2-2 53 7 1,31 55 2 1 38 55 8 1.41 CgBID-3-1 33 0 0 494 34 8 0.550 35 4 0.569 
CZBID-Z-3 50 7 1 17 52 5 1 25 52 8 1 27 C81ID-3-4 27.9 0 353 29 7 0 400 30 6 0 425 
It 2 9 9 C2BID-Z-4 51 3 1 20 52.8 1 27 53.1 1 28 C9BID-2-1 56.5 1.45 54 2 1.33 53.5 
M3AD-2-1 38.7 6 680 39.9 0 720 40 5 0 740 C901D-3-3 52.2 1 24 53 1 1 28 53.4 1 30 
C03AD-2-Z 38.1 0 660 39.3 0 700 39 6 0 710 C9BID-3-4 51 9 1 22 53 1 1.28 53.1 1.28 
C3AD-4-1 37 2 0 630 38 4 0.670 38 7 0 680 C9BID-4-I 61.9 1 74 64 2 1.87 64 8 1.91 ­
C3AD-3-4 48 9 1 09 50 7 1 17 51.3 1 20 lOBID-3-2 2.64 0 00316 2 46 0.00274 2.40 0.00260 
C4BD-1-4 35 4 0 570 36.0 0 590 36 3 0.600 ClOBID-3-2 2.46 0.00218 2 22 0.00224 2 22 0,00224 
C4B3D-Z-1 36.0 0 590 37.0 0 620 37 2 0 630 CIOBID-4-1 2 46 0.00275 2 46 0.00275 2.43 0 00268 
040D-2-2 34 2 0 530 35.1 0 560 35 4 0,570 1IOBID-4-2 3 18 0.00459 2 52 0 00228 2.31 0 00242 
040D-2-3 34.8 0 550 35.4 0 570 35 7 0.580 0IIID-2-2 3 00 0 00409 3 09 0.00434 3.09 0 00434 
C5BD-2-1 33 3 0 500 34.5 0.540 35 1 0 560 I IBID-2-3 3 06 0.00425 3.12 0.00442 3.09 0 00434 
C513D-2-2 33 9 0 520 35 1 0 560 35 7 0 580 C11BID-2-4 3.15 0 00451 3 18 0.00459 3 15 0 00451 
C5 D-3-2 31 8 0 460 33.0 0 490 33.3 0.500 CI1DID-4-3 67 7 2 08 70 6 2 26 71 3 2 31 
05D-3-3 31.8 0 460 32.7 0 490 33 0 0 490 G12BD-1-4 10.4 0 0492 11.97 0 0651 13 8 0 0861 
C6BD-1 64 5 1 89 66 1 I 98 66 7 2.02 C12BD-Z- 11 6 0 0615 13 4 0 0813 15 4 0 107 
C68D-4 62.5 1 77 63.8 1 85 64.2 1 87 CIZ3D-Z-3 11 1 0.0559 12 9 0 0756 14.9 0 0100 
C611D-5-1 92 9 3 92 96 5 4 23 97.1 4 28 C12BD-3-1 10.2 0 0473 11.7 0 0622 13 2 0 0791 
C6130-5-3 68.6 2 14 67.4 2 06 57 4 1.49 C130D-2-3 36 0 0 589 36.9 0 618 36 9 0 618 
07D-1- 5 01 0 0114 5.01 0 0114 5 04 0 0115 G130D-2-4 34.5 0.541 34 8 0 550 34.8 0 550 
Table VII. (Contmued) 
Sample 
Designalilon 
91 
L (pm) 'r (lisce) L (pim) 
92 
(pasec) L (1 mn) 
93 
7 (,,sac) 
Sample 
Designation _L (m) 
91 
r (Ltsoc) L (im) 
92 
r (itscc) 
83 
L (lim) (gioec) 
C133D-3-1 35 9 0 584 36 3 0 598 36 3 0 598 M1lD-4 32.7 0 486 33 0 0 495 33.3 0 504 
C13BD-3-2 32.4 0 477 33 3 0.504 33.6 0.513 M2flD-6 33 6 0 512 33.9 0.523 34.1 0 527 
CIIAD-Z-2 37 8 0 649 38 7 0 680 39 6 0 712 M3BD-3 ill 0 5.61 112.0 5 74 114.0 5 86 
C11AD-2-3 32 7 0.4B6 35 1 0 560 35 7 0 579 M3BD- 4 242 0 26.7 252 0 28.9 Z46,0 27.5 
G14AD-4-1 35 1 0.560 37 5 0 639 38 1 0 659 M3BD-5 108,0 5 25 110,0 5 49 111.0 5.57 
CI4AD-5-2 100 0 4,56 102 0 4 7b 103.0 4 83 M313D-6 113 0 5,82 117.0 6 18 117 0 6 19 
C153D-1-1 45.0 0 918 47 9 1 04 49 4 1.11 M413D-3 110 0 b 49 112.0 5 65 111.0 5 57 
CISBD-1-4 46,0 0 961 49.0 1.09 50 6 1.16 Ml4DID-5 102 0 4 73 103 0 4.83 103.0 4 83 
CISBD-3-1 45.3 0 932 48.3 1.06 50.1 1.14 M41ID-6 99 7 4.51 101 0 4 67 101.0 4 63 
it G15BD-4-I 63.8 1 85 66 z 1 99 66 8 2 03 M4lID-7 96 2 4 20 96 5 4 23 96 8 4,26 ' 
01631D-2-1 4 65 0 00982 5 01 0 0114 5 22 0 0124 MSBID-3 5 73 0.0149 5.79 0 0152 5 79 0 0152 
C16D1D-3-1 6 75 0.0207 4 68 0 00995 1.11 0 00767 M5BID-4 6.24 0 0177 6 36 0 0184 6 36 0.0184 C) 
C1613ID-3-2 4 26 0 00824 4.35 0 00859 4 44 0 00895 MSDID-5 6.36 0 0184 6 42 0.0187 6.42 0 0187 
C1611D-3-4 3 99 0 00723 4 20 0 00797 4 33 0 00851 M1v31D-6 5 73 0 0149 5 79 0 0152 5 76 0 0151 
C71-12 22 6 0 232 22 7 0 234 ZZ 7 0 234 M6BD-3 47.1 1.01 48.9 1 09 50 1 1 14 
> 
017BD-2-1 20.1 0 134 20 4 0.189 20 1 0 190 M6BD-4 51 9 I Z? 52.8 1 27 53 4 1.30 
G17BD-3-2 z 0 0 200 z 2 0 205 21.2 0.205 M6DD-5 54 6 1.35 55 97 1 42 56 5 1 45 
017flD-3-3 40 4 0 189 20 7 0 195 20 7 0 195 m6flD- 6 51 3 1.20 52.5 1 .5 53.4 1 30 
MInD-I 12 0 6 70 124.0 6 93 129 0 7 53 M73D-3 80.9 2 97 84 3 3 23 86 96 3.43 
M11D-3 97 7 4 33 99.0 4 45 99 0 4 45 MIBD-5 57.7 1 51 60 7 1 67 63 2 1 81 
MIBD-5 101 0 4 6A 102.0 4 76 102 0 4 75 M7BD-6 52.0 1 23 55 5 1 40 58 5 1.55 
m 1)3D-6 95 8 4 17 97.4 4 31 97 1 4 28 M713D-7 591 1 59 62 9 1 80 66.2 1 99 
M2BD-2 42 8 0,830 43 4 0 855 43 6 0 862 M8Dl-I 6.24 0 0177 6 18 0 0173 6 15 0.0172 
M2BD-3 26 4 0 317 26 7 0 324 26.7 0 324 M831D-2 6 24 0 0177 6 30 0.0180 6 30 0 0180 
93 
Table VII. (Concluded) 
93 Sample 12Sample 9 1 

DesignatLon L (pim) r fiiec) L (pm) T L (ILm)r (p"see) Designation L (pm) T (jpsec) L (pm) r (psec) L (pm) I (p ec) 

MSDD-3 6 45 0 0189 6.51 0.0193 6.51 0.0193 M1511D-5 85 2 3.30 89 8 3 66 92.9 3.9Z 
MBBD-5 6.57 0 0196 6 42 0 0189 6.33 0.018. M16BD-2 78.7 2.81 82 6 3.10 86.0 3 36 
M9BID-Z 47.1 1.01 48 9 1 09 49 8 1 13 MI6flD-3 72.3 Z 37 76.3 2.64 79.6 2.88 
M9flID-3 41 7 0 789 43 5 0 859 44.7 0 907 M1613D-4 75.6 2.60 79 2 a 85 81.7 3 03 
MOBID-4 111 0 5 57 107 0 5.18 105.0 5.04 M16BD-5 74 1 Z 49 77 5 Z 73 77 7 Z.74 
Mg93ID-5 48 6 1 07 49 8 1 13 50.7 1 17 M17BD-3 33.6 0.513 34 0 0.5Z3 34.0 0 5Z6 
M1O3D-2 70.6 2.26 72.3 Z 37 73.0 2.4Z M17flD-4 29.7 0.401 30,0 0.407 30 0 0.406 
MIOBD-4 78 1 Z.77 79.6 2 88 80.0 2.91 M17BD-5 21.0 0 199 23 4 0.248 21.0 0 261 
M1OBD-5 76.5 2.66 75.6 Z.60 75.6 2.60 ML7I3D-6 28.5 0 368 28.8 0.376 28.7 0 375 
MIOBD-6 91 Z 3 78 91.7 3 82 91 2 3.78 M19BD-z 204.0 1.89 214 0 2.09 216 0 Z IZ 
1MIIBD-Z 113 0 5.82 115 0 6 00 115.0 6.00 M19BD-3 101.0 4.61 102.0 4.76 104 0 4.87 
MIIBD-3 115.0 6.00 114.0 5.91 114.0 5.86 M19BD-4 115.0 6 00 112.0 5 69 111.0 5.57 
MIIBD-i 141.0 9.00 144 0 9.35 143 0 9.27 MI9BD-5 138 0 8.60 141.0 9.00 144 0 9 35 
M11BD-5 116.0 6 09 118 0 6 33 118.0 6.29 M31BD-2 113 0 5 8Z 115 0 6.00 116 0 6.09 
MI3AD-2 54 8 1.36 55.7 1 41 55.7 1.41 Mv31BD-4 116 0 6.09 118.0 6.28 117.0 6.18 
MI3AD-3 42 2 0.809 42.9 0 836 42.9 0.837 M31BD-5 123.0 6.86 126.0 7.15 125,0 7 04 
MI3AD-4 15.3 0.932 45 6 0 914 45 5 0.942 M313D-6 123.0 6 81 125.0 7 04 126 0 7.15 
MI3AD-6 62.1 1 75 63.2 1.82 63 2 1.81 M32DD-2 48.7 1 08 48 9 1 08 48 8 1 08 
MI4BD-2 14.4 0 895 45.3 0 932 45.3 0 93Z M32BD-3 45.9 0 957 46 5 0 98Z 46.5 0 982 
M14BD-5 61.6 1.7Z 6Z 4 1.77 62.4 1 77 M32BD-4 48 3 1.06 4f8.9 1 09 48 7 1 08 
M14BD-6 58.0 1 53 58 5 1.55 58 3 1 54 M3ZDD-5 50.4 1.15 50,9 1.17 50.8 1 17 
M14BD-7 54 3 1.34 55 8 1.41 55.9 1.4z 
M15BD-Z 88 2 3.53 93.5 3.97 97.1 4 28 
MI5BD-3 75 6 2 60 80 2 Z.92 83 3 3.15 
MISBD-4 80 2 2.92 85.3 3.30 89 0 3.60 
4.3 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The bulk lifetime data obtained on Westinghouse/Dow Corning samples 
are summarized graphically in Figure 4-1, where lifetimes are shown as a 
function of concentration of the secondary impurity as determined by Dow 
Corning. 6 The concentration values are reproduced in Table VI. These data 
confirm the extreme sensin-tvity of lifetime to the presence of moderate con­
centrations of titanium, chromium., iron, and possibly zirconium. The cases 
of iron and chromium appear to be particularly well-behaved in that the concen­
tration dependence approximated the expected (-l)-slope. In the case of 
vanadium, manganese, and magnesium, trapping effects on the hfetime ineas­
urernents are indicated since the apparent lifetines are larger for the more 
heavily doped specimens. The lifetime appears to be considerably less sen­
sitive to the presence of aluninum, nickel, and copper. In the case of nickel, 
and possibly aluminum, this may be due to the low fraction of the concentration 
which is expected to be electrically active. 
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Table VIII. Best estimates of irnpurxty concentrations as determined by Dow 
Corning and Westinghouse. Data are taken from Appendix 3 of Ref. 6. 
Ingot 
Best Estimate of
Impurity Conc. 
Identification (1015 atoms/cm) 
W002-00000 
W003-00000 -­
W004-CrO0l 1.0 
W005-MnOO1 1 3 
W006-NiOO 1 0 5 
W007 -CuOO 1 1 7 
W008-TiOO1 0 36 
W009-V001 0 4 
W010-NiOOZ 4 0 
WO11-ZrOO1 <0.015 
W012-Cr002 0 2 
W013-MnOOZ 0 26 
W014-00000 -­
W015-ZnOO1 <0.001 
W016-FeOO1 0 85 
W017-CuO02 17 
W018-FeOOZ 1 7 
W019-CuOO3 0 4 
W00-00000 -­
W021-Mg0Ol 0 003 
W022-00000 -­
W023-00000 -­
W024-Mg0OZ 0 03 
W025-00000 -­
w026-M.nOO3 0 013 
W027-Mn/CuOO1 1 3/1 7 
WOZ8-AOO1 26 
Ingot 
Identification 
W029-CrOO3 
W030-Cr/CuOO1 
W031-Gr/MnO01 
W032-MgOO3 
W033-TiOOZ 
W034-0000 
W035-VOOZ 
W036-ZrOOZ 
W037-Zr/TiOOl 
W038-AI00Z 
W039-Nx00Z 
W040-CrIN001 
Best Estimate ofImpurity Conc. 
(1015 atom,/cm) 
0 01 
I 0/I 7 
1 0/1 3 
0.32 
0 0036 
0.004 

<0.025


<0.015/0.40


34


8 
0 8/3 5 
W041-N/Cr/CuOOI 3/0 8/1 7 
W042-TiOO3 
W043-Fe/TiOOl 
W044-Fe003 
W045-Cr/Fe/TiOO 
W046-Fe/VO01 
W047-Cu/NI/ZrOO1 
W048-TO004 
W049-V003* 
W050-Cu/V001 0 
W051-Cu/Ti001* 
W052-NiOO4 
W055-Gu004 
W056-CuOO5 
0 07 
0 56/0 06 
0 017 
0 65/0 43/0 06 
0 56/0 07 
1.7/0.75/<0. 015 
0 00036 
0 0004 
00036/0.0004

1 	7/0 36

7 5

0 05

*Evidence exists that a inxup may have occurred between these ingots, or 
samples derived therefrom, in the course of their routing history. 
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Figu-re 4-2. Summ'z.-ary, of lifetime data deri.ved from d1. £'Lusion length measure­
mets made on cells oilthe same materal as llustraed -n Figu-re 4-1 
The devce lfetime data obtained on the W~estl~ghouse/Dowy Cornig 
samples are summarlzed graphcally n Fgre 4-2, wvhere lfetimes derved 
from dffuson length are shown as a function of concentraton of the secondary 
:impurty These data ndicate that the lifetime s most sensive to he pres­
. 
ence of tta-num, vnadum, iron, chromi~umr, mlanganese and nckel. A much 
lesser sensitvty- is ndcated for alumi~nume and copper. Insufficent data are 
avalable to make a judgment wilth respect to zrconum._ and magnesum. 
The data ndcate somewvhat reater senst1iity to the presence of 
chromium, titanium, and nickel than was observed in the bulk samples. in 
the case of ttanum, ths ma7 be due to the effect of trappig on the bulk h~fe­
time at hgher cocentratons, and in the case of nckel, t may be due to a 
change n the fraction olelectrcally actie imnpurtes. The sensitivty to the 
-- 19 
presence of iron was found to be considerably reduced in the device data. 
This is understandable on the basis of the very high diffusivitry of iron, in 
conjunction with a low solid solubility, at processing ternpera=ures. 
In general terms,..the bulk and device data cQnfirzrthe conclusions al­
ready drawn by Westinghouse with regard to the sensitivity of lifetime to the 
presence of these various impurities. The use of different experimental 
technques in our study, however, dad lead to certain quantitative differences 
which may affect decisions as to the level of a particular impurity which is 
tolerable in boron-doped material. A more detailed comparison of our re­
spective sets of data was deemed to be of interest, and this is given in 
Appendix B. 
In the case of the Monsanto samples, the device data are the most 
extensive, and we have focused on these for the purposes of a prelininary 
analysis. Sample identifications and lifetimes derived from diffusion length 
measurements are given in Table IX. A graphical sum-nary of these data 
is given in Figure 4-3 as a function of the secondary impurity concentration, 
as determnned by Monsanto using spark source mass spectrometry. Only the 
data for the boron-doped samples are included. In those cases in which the 
concentration could not be deternined in this way, the data points are plotted 
at the detection limit. Data for both Czochralsk and float-zone (Ion-X") 
material are shown. The data are qualitatively consistent with those of 
Westirghouse in terms of the hierarchy of impurities with respect to their 
lifetime-degrading effectiveness. Data are also provided for carbon and 
sodium. Zirconium is more unambiguously established as one of the critical 
impurities. Certain ingots containing nickel, manganese, and magnesium 
-were found by Monsanto to exhibit efficiencies in excess of those found for the 
baseline ingot and the possibility was raised that these impurities Might in 
fact improve the lifetime. These tendencies have been confirmed in our life­
time measurements. Thus, the higher efficiencies indeed appear to result 
from higher base lifetimes in these ingots, rather than from changes Ln junc­
tion properties, for example. We prefer to believe that the enhancement is 
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Table IX. Monsanto sample identifications.


Data were taken from Tables 21 and 22 of Ref 18


Goncentration Mean 
Sample Pri.- Second- of Secondary Device Standard 
Desig- mary ary Impurity Lifetime Deviation 
nation Dopant Dopant (x 1016 cm 3) (11s) (pLs) 
CIA B- - 1.01 0.30 
CZBI B C 10. 1.23 0.061 
C3A B Fe .21 0.765 0.22 
C4B B Cr .41 0.560 0.026 
C5B B Mn 1.2 0.485 0.030 
C6B B Ni 7.1 Z. 43 1.0 
G7B B V .07 0.011 0.370 
CSBI B Zr :. 06 0.416 0.086 
C9B1 B Mg .1z 1.41 0.Z4 
GlOBI B Al 200. 0.00317 0.0010


C11B! B Ti .06 0.00428 0.00021 
GIZB B C/Ni 2.9/4.7 0.0535 0.0065 
C13B P 0.548 0.052 
C14A P C 5.3 0.565 0.082


C15B B Na .021 1.17 0.46 
C16B1 B P-comp 22. 0.0115 0.0062 
017 P Ti .095 0.201 0.0Z2


M!B B .... 4.96 1.18 
iM2B B Fe .16 0.536 0.21 
lM3B B Mn .15 5.56 0.29 
M4B1 B Ni .62 4.73 0.550


l5BI B V .05 0.016 0.0018 
M6B B Zr s. 03 1.200 0 140 
M7i3 B Mg .01 1.83 0.78 
i8B B Ti :. 01 0.0185 0,00094 
M9Bl I B C - 2.11 2.31 
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Table IX. (Concluded) 
Sample Pr_­
-Desig-­ mary 
nation Dopant 
MIOB B 
M1lB B 
MI3A P 
M14B P 
M15B B 
la16B B 
M17B P 
M19 -
M31B B 
M32B B 
Second-

ary 
Dopant 
Al 
Ni/Mn/Mg 
-
C 
Na 
P-comp 
Ti 
Al only 
Cu 
Cr 
Concentration 
of Secondary 
Impurity 
" 3 )(x 1016 cm 
40. 
1.8/.24/5.011 
8.6 
2. 013 
1.6 
:. 013 
S. 024 
.z6 
Mean 
Device Standard 
Lifetime Deviation 
(I's) (jIs) 
Z. 87 0.65 
6.73 1.52 
4.00 0.430 
1.37 0.353 
3.09 0.411 
2.57 0.187 
0.370 0.130 
5.28 2.80 
6.40 0.5Z0 
1.06 0.080 
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Figure 4-3. Summary of lifetimes derived from di usion length measure­
ments as a function of concentration of secondary impurities for boron­
doped -material. Closed circles refer to Czochralski material while 
open circles refer to float-zone ("Mon-X"). 
observed only because the baseline ingots (in the case of Czochralsk) for 
some reason did not yield a particularly good lifetime. Nevertheless, the 
lifetime in nickel-doped solar cells was found to be considerably higher for 
Monsanto devices than for Westinghouse samples. 
We have given the data only the mosc cursory survey above. Clearly, 
the data are capable of yielding considerably more information with more de­
tailed analysis, However, this _s beyond the scope of &hepresent study. 
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Our recommendation would be that further studies of this kind be per ­
formed on samples which are thicker than these by a factor of two or three 
so that surface effects are only a perturbation on the measurement rather 
than a major determinant. This is particularly desirable when trapping is in­
volved. The photoconductivity methods have to discrinate against the effects 
of trapping and this is considerably easier when the recombination process is 
not dominated by the surface lifetime. 
In studies of the kind undertaken here, a balance must be struck in 
which the accuracies with which the impurity concentrations and the Lifetimes 
may be obtained are mutually optinzed. If the impurity concentration is too 
low, conventional methods are not adequate to determine the concentrations 
accurately. On the other hand, lifetime measurements are not as reliable 
when the lifetimes are short. Fewer ambigities arise when the concentration 
of recombination centers is small, and trapping is less likely to be important. 
From the standpoint of the lifetime measurements, therefore, it would be de­
sirable in the future to target the impurity concentrations so that the lifetime is 
is reduced just to the point at which solar cell performance is affected, i.e. , 
on the order of 0.5 - 1 ,s. 
For purposes of mutual comparison among different contractors, stand­
ard conditions of measurement, in terms of generation rate and sample tem­
perature, should be established. With regard to the latter, measurements at 
slightly elevated temperature, say 400 C, are to be preferred. This would 
correspond more closely to the mean operating temperature of fiat-plate ar­
rays, and it would reduce any effect of trapping on the measurements 
With respect to generation rate, several comments are in order. It 
has been the objective in this study to obtain the low-injection level int of 
lifetime, short of characterizing the full injection level dependence of lifetime. 
The generation rates employed in the SSPC lifetime and penetrating light dif­
fusion length methods are appropriate to this purpose. For example, at a 
016 -3 -1 
l-gsec lifetime, the 8 x 10 cm sec generation rate of the SSPC method 
yields an injection ratio in 3 0-cm material of 2 x 10w, which is almost 
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certainly sufficiently low On the other hand, the background light intensity 
adds an additional, unquantified amount to the prevailing generation rate 
(estimated to be typically ; 1017 cm- 3sec-). 
The question may be raised as to whether these generarion rates are 
relevant to actual solar cell operating conditions. Since the generation rate 
which prevails under solar illumination is a strong function of depth into the 
cell, the appropriate analog in terms of uniform generation in a laboratory 
environment is not obvious. A suitable choice would appear to be the genera­
tion rate which prevails at a distance of one diffusion length from the junction 
Since injection-level effects are most prominent for the longest diffusion 
lengths (under conditions of constant generation rate), it is most appropriate 
to calculate the relevant generation rate for such long diffusion lengths, say 
200 im. We have calculated the generation rate which prevails at a distance 
of 200 pLm from the junction, under AM(l) conditions and assuming zero reflec­
t17 -3 -1 
tion loss, to be about 6 x 10 cm sec- This is quite comparable to the 
generation rate which prevails in the SSPC experiment, if both the modulated 
and background light intensity are taken into account. Therefore, the genera­
tion rate employed in these experiments is in fact appropriate to solar cell 
operating conditions, while simultaneously satisfying low-injection conditions 
for typical lifetimes observed in this program, as discussed above 
The most significant results of this investigation have been as follows-
Firstly, consistency of results among the very different experimental methods 
of measuring lifetime and diffusion length have been verified. Secondly, the 
SSPC lifetime method has been established for measurements to about 10 ns, 
and under adverse conditions with respect to minority-carrier trapping and 
surface recombination. Finally, the extreme sensitivity of lifetime to the 
presence of certain impurities has been established, and general correspond­
ence with the results of others in terms of the hierarchy of impurities to 
which the lifetime is sensitive has been found. 
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APPENDIX A 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
In the discussion of the determination of the SSPC generation rate in 
Section 2. 5, a crude test of the validity of the lifetime data was mentioned, 
namely the requirement simply that all of the measured lifetimes be less than 
the surface-limited lifetime. This was indeed found to be the case for the 
vast majority of the samples. In those cases where this condition was violated, 
there was usually independent evidence of domination by trapping. When the 
highest available background light intensities were used, and a plateau such 
as that in Figure 2-4 was still not observed, it was apparent that trapping 
was dominati.ng the results. 
A more refined test is available, however, to check the quality of the 
data. If the generation rate and the surface recombination velocity are properly 
chosen, and if there were no random error in the measurements, one would 
expect to find no correlation of the sample lifetime with sample thickness. We 
undertook to test this with both the Westinghouse and Monsanto data. Results 
are shown graphically in Figures A-1 and A-Z for the two sets of data. The 
logarithm of the lifetime is plotted for convenience of presentation. A cor­
relation of lifetire and sample thickness appears to e .ast n the case of the 
Westinghouse samples, whereas in the case of the Monsanto specimens, the 
sample is not sufficiently large as to give a firm impression. 
The correlation which is observed, for those samples having lifetimes 
greater than 1 Ls, could arise either from an underestimate of the surface re­
combination velocity or from an overestimate of the generation rate. It,is of 
course possible that a true, or inherent, correlation between sample thnicictess 
and lifetime exists. Itcould be that the "better" silicon (lower impuritty con­
centration, etc. ) yielded larger ingots, causing more generous slices to be 
taken in those cases. We can only suppose, for the sake of discussion, that 
such a correlation did not n fact exist. The existence of randon errors would 
likewise cause a correlation of the data to be observed, but in this case the 
thinner sample would tend to show the larger lifetimes, so that the correlation 
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Figu-re A-1. Distribution of calculated lifetimes for W¥estinghouse bulk sam­
ples, as a function of sample thickness. Lifetirmes were calculated under 
the assumnption of s = 8 3 x 10 3 crm/sec. 
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Figure A-Z Distribution of calculated ifetimes for Mvonsanto bulk samples, 
as a function of sarnple thickness. Lifetimes were calculated under the 
assumption of s = 8.3 x 103 ca/sec. 
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would be opposite in sign to what we observe. Trapping should also be inde­
pendent of sample thickness, thus .yieldnig a calculated bulk lifetime which 
would be larger for the thimer samples, again leading to the opposite corre­
lation from that we observe. 
The implication of the above is that either the chosen value of surface 
recombination velocity was too low, or the generation rate was in fact lower 
than what was determined. Since the surface recombination velocity is the 
more uncertainly defined quantity, values of lifetime were recalculated for a 
higher s in the case of the Westinghouse samples in order to observe the 
sensitivity of the observed correlation to choice of s. Results are shown in 
F7iure A-3. The correlation does not appear markedly reduced as a result 
of the IZ% change in assumed value of s. 
The subjective impressions may be confLrmed by analytical treatment. 
The correlation coefficient for two random variables x aid y is defined by 
the equation 
n 
n 
1p = i=l (13) 
aX y 
where x and y are the mean values of the distribution of x and y, and andaS 
ra are the standard deviations. For all of the Westinghouse lifetime data iny 
which lifetimes exceed 0.5 is, a correlation coefficient of 0.76 was found. 
A reasonably strong correlation is seen to exist. The Monsanto data, by con­
trast, show a correlation coefficient of 0.25 (all of the Monsanto lifetime data 
were included m this calculation). The evidence for a correlation here is 
considerably weaker, possibly due to the fact that the mean sample thickness 
tends to be about 20% greater. For the Westinghouse data which were recal­
culated with a larger surface recombination velocity, a correlation coefficient 
of 0.80 was determined. This is higher than that determined for the lower 
surface recombination velocity, but it should be kept in aind that the earlier 
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Fig-ure _A-3. Distribution of lifetimes calculated wth s = 9.3 x 103 cn /sec 
for W~estinghouse bulk samgples. Only those samples with ifetimnes in 
excess of 1.5 us were recalculated. 
calculation included a larger data set. For the recalculated data, the corre­
lation does appear to be reduced, as seen by cormparing Figu/res A-1 and A-3. 
in viewv of the strong correlation that is observed, it would be of interest 
to rnake a direct determ-nnation of the generation rate as well as a direct deter­
rmainat-ion of the surface generation velocity, rather than the indirect deterrmna­
tions wvhich wce felt compelled to rnake. If such a deterrrnation continues to 
yield a correlation of lifetimne wth samlple thickness, then perhaps the conclu­
sion would be justified that the correlation is either "accidental" or a "true" 
correlation, unrelated to a~ny systemaic errors in the mneasuremrent. 
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COMPARISON CF LIFETZv{E AND DIFFUSION LENGTH


M-ASUREMENT METHO DS


The bulk samples for winch lifetimes were deternned in this program 
were obtained from ingots which were also characterized by other contractors. 
The devices on which diffusion lengths have been determined have likewise 
been studied by other methods. This affords a good opportunity, therefore, 
to assess the correlation among the varlous techniques for the purpose of 
establishing a range of usefulness for each of the methods. We have hence 
undertaken a comparison of our measurements with those of the Westinghouse 
group. 
A graphical comparison of Westinghouse photoconducrivity decay (POD) 
lifetime results and Northrop steady-state photoconductivity (SSPC) data is 
shown in Figure B-i. A general tendency for the Westinghouse lifetime 
values to be the larger is observed. This is quite possibly due to the fact that 
the Westinghouse POD measurements were carried out at somewhat higher 
10 
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Figure B-1. 	 Comparison of Westinghouse POD ihfetime and Northrop SSPO 
measurements. 
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injection levels than the NorthropSSPG'inea.snrements, in which the objective 
was to determine the low-injection-level limit of lifetime. On the one hand, 
it is difficult to obtain very low 3njection-level PCD lifetimes at short life­
times, and at moderate-to-low resistvities, and, on the other-hand, it can 
be argued that the higher injection-level measurements are more appro­
priate in any case to solar cell operation. Our rationale in determining 
the low-ijection-level limit of lifetime is that this quanity is the most 
relevant for analytical purposes. 
It is also observed that in a few cases, the Northrop lifetime values are 
significantly higher than the Westinghouse values. In these cases, which have 
been identified in the figure with the secondary impurity and ingot number, 
trapping was so severe in the SSPC measurements that a legitimate lifetime 
measurement was not possible. That is, true plateau values were not reached 
as the background light intensity was increased. The data were nevertheless 
recorded as beLng our best values. In the event of very severe trapping, PCD 
may therefore yield a value of lifetime which is more accurate than the SSPC 
value. in the presence of a modest amount of trapping, however, the SSPC 
method yields better values. The distinction between these cases is always 
directly apparent in the SSPC measurements. Since trapping was found to be 
ubiquitous in the measured samples, it is likely that trapping is also responsi­
ble for the general tendency for the Westinghouse PCD lifetimes to be larger 
than the SSPC lifetimes. 
At the shortest lifetimes measured, Westinghouse data were limited 
instrumentally to about 200 ns, presumably due to the finite decay time of the 
LED pulse used for excitation, in Figure B-I we have shown an empirical 
curve which expresses the observed relationship between the data sets, taking 
into account the instrumental limiutation, and weighting the long-lifetime data 
in the comparison. An approximate ratio of 1.8 between the respective sets 
of lifetime values is indicated. We have also shown a curve which would be 
obtained if the data corresponded precisely It should be kept in mind thae the 
samples used in the respective measurements were not identical, but only 
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derived from the same ingots, many of which exhibited considerable variation 
in lifetime over their length. The Northrop lizfetime values given in Figure B-I 
are averages over all of the samples from a particular ingot. 
Device measurements of lifetime are compared in Figure B-Z. Shown 
are WestUghouse measurements of open-circuit decay (OCD) lifetime and 
lifeti-mes derived from Northrop measurements of diffusion length, performed 
on the same devices. A curve is shown w ich would have been observed if the 
data corresponded precisely. In fact, the same tendency of the transient data 
to yield larger lifetimes than steady-state methods as was seen in Figure B-i 
is also noted here. This tendency appears not to be sustained at long lifetime, 
but this is so only because the Westinghouse lifetime values were not corrected 
for recorbination at the back surface. At short lifetimes, an instrumental 
factor appears to be linitng the measured traaisient lifetimes to some­
thing m excess of 100 ns. Again, the sets of data seem to be related by a 
scale factor of about 2, which is ascribed (as before) to trapping effects on the 
transient lifetimes and to the fact that the transient measurements were un­
doubtedly conducted at somewhat higher injection level than the steady-state 
diffusion length measurements. 
10 1I I 11 1 1 iI ' i I1I Ii ll I I Ii i li]I 
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Figure B-2. Com~parison of WVestinghouse measurements of OCT) ifetimne 
arad lifetimne derived from Northrop dilfusion length measurerrents. 
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A comparison of Westinghouse measurements of short-circuit current 
under broadband (AM(l)) llunnnataon and Northrop measurements of diffusion 
length is shown in Figure B-3. In the range of diffusion lengths where this 
parameter is expected to be de-termnative for short-circuit current, excel­
lent correlation is indeed observed. At longer diffusion lengths, the short­
circuit current ceases to be sensitive to the diffusion length. 
A similar comparison of cell efficiency and measured diffusion length 
is shown in Figure B-4. Again, reasonable correspondence is observed in 
that region in which cell efficiency is expected to be dominated by the diffusion 
length. It is also clear from this figure that cell efficiency is not as sensitive 
a measure of material quality as is the diffusion length itself. Over a factor 
of Z range in cell efficiency, the diffusion length varies by a factor of about 8. 
It is also apparent that cell efficiency, as well as short-circuit current 
under broadband illumnination, is insensitive to base material quality in 
the range of 100 n in diffusion length, whereas one would generally 
wish to extend the range to at least 300 ±m. It is therefore both desir­
able and necessary to go beyond measurements of cell parameters 
under broadband illumination conditions. The simple ei-pedient of using 
filtering to produce highly penetrating irradianion permits one to make 
short-circuit current measurements of diffusion length using the same station 
ordinarily used for cell parameter measurements, provided that signal­
recovery circuitry is sufficiently sensitive, and given the availability of a 
suitable calibration solar cell of optical properties identical to those of the 
test devices. 
The comparisons presented above among measurements made using a 
variety of experimental techniques generally show the degree of correspondence 
which is to be expected under the given experimental conditions In our esti­
mation, the preference of a steady-state method of lifetime measurement 
over a transient method appears to be demonstrated for relatively poor mate­
rial which is characterized by trapping, except when the latter is very severe. 
Short lifetimes are more easily measured, and the effect of traps is observed 
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with Noithrop 
directly. With respect to device measurements, the desirability of making 
steady-state measurements of diffusion length rather than transient measure­
ments of lifetime is apparent, lm view of the susceptibility to trapping of the 
latter. Whenever base material quality is being studLed, such a determination 
is also preferable to conventional measurements of cell parameters. 
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